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INTRODUCTION
We state here the principal definitions and results, 
and present some of the motivation and philosophy that 
could otherwise be hidden by the details of lemma and 
proof. But first we relate the history of the most 
important of the ideas and results upon which we depend.
For the convenience of the reader we list here the 
headings under which the topics discussed fall. The first 
four headings are historical, the next four discuss and 
state the new definitions and results, and the last two 
are concerned with unanswered questions.
viii Abelian differentials
X Resolution of singularities
xiii Computation in algebraic geometry
X V History of torus embeddings
X X  i Places
X X V Singular varieties
xxviii Toral modifications
xxxiii Order and heart
X X X V Torus embedding problems
xxxvi Toral theory problems
-viii-
ABELIAN DIFFERENTIALS
The study of algebraic curves as a topic in 
differential and integral calculus, that started around 
the end of the eighteenth century with the discovery of 
the remarkable properties of elliptic integrals, singled 
out certain differentials. Suppose that y is given 
implicitly as a function of x by an algebraic equation 
f( x, y ) = 0 . To find the poles, if any, and thus the 
convergence or otherwise of an integral such as
| g( x, y ) dx
where g is a rational function of x and y, it can be 
helpful to use the technique known as "integration by 
substitution" or "reparameterization". The problem is 
this - for any given value of x there may be an infinities 
and zeros involved in the corresponding values of y and 
g . Their net effect depends upon how the geometry of the 
curve X defined by the equation f = 0 interacts with the 
integrand. This can be subtle. But if, perhaps after 
reparameterization, the point ( x, y ) is a nonsingular 
point of X then the associated poles of the integral are 
relatively transparent.
-ix-
Abel and Jacobi discovered many remarkable properties 
of those integrals that are without poles, even at the 
"line at infinity" attached to the ( x, y ) - plane.
Such an integral is called "abelian" or "of the first 
kind", as is the differential form that constitutes the 
integrand. Later, Riemann developed the theory to 
encompass differentials whose poles were bounded.
The act of integration can be performed not only upon 
simple differentials but also upon the tensor product of 
two or more simple differentials. The poles of such 
compound r-fold differentials are studied in the same way. 
The collection of all abelian differentials, compound and 
simple, forms what is known as the canonical ring of the 
curve. The canonical ring of a variety of any dimension 
consists of the r-fold differentials of top degree. It is 
important because it is an invariant not just of the 
variety, but of its field of rational functions. 
Weierstrass showed that for curves this ring was finitely 
generated. He also studied the image of the associated 
map to projective space.
The extension of these results from curves to 
varieties of higher dimension has been one of the great 
tasks and accomplishments of twentieth century algebraic 
geometry. For example, in 1962 Zariski and Mumford
demonstrated that the canonical ring of a surface is 
finitely generated. There is much activity now devoted to 
the same question for threefolds, and some partial 
results.
RESOLUTION OF SINGULARITIES
Newton was an early student of singularities.
Solving the equation
f( x, y ) = 0
for y as a function of x is straightforward if the partial 
derivative in the x direction of f does not vanish. At 
those points at which it does, Newton showed in his 1676 
letter to Oldenburg how to calculate from the co­
efficients of the polynomial f an expansion for y as a 
sum of multiples of fractional powers of x. Later, this 
technique was refined by Puiseux and applied to calculate 
the intersection multiplicities required by Bezout's 
theorem. The characteristic pairs of a branch of a plane 
curve singularity are equivalent to a knowledge of the 
fractional exponents that arise in the Newton-Puiseux 
expansion. They also determine the complex topological 
link of the critical point.
Apart from the study of plane curve singularities and 
certain other special cases, little new was done in 
resolution until the beginning of this century. The
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reason for this is doubtless the lack of a sufficient 
reason for tackling what has turned out to be a major 
project. Resolution, like unique factorization, is an 
algebraic problem whose solution depends upon concepts and 
algorithms. But it is a far deeper result whose proof 
seems to necessarily involve a complex net of inductions 
upon subtle integer invariants of singular points.
First Jung, and then Walker, tackled the resolution 
of surface singularities - but their methods seem to be 
removed from the main thrust of modern development. What 
is important is that in 1939 Zariski gave a clear and 
evidently rigorous proof of the resolution of surface 
singularities. Subsequently, he proved the existence of 
local uniformization in all dimensions C1940] - from which 
it is possible to compute the canonical ring - and the 
resolution of three-folds C19443. There matters stood 
until Hironaka proved resolution in all dimensions C1964U.
The results of the preceeaing paragraph apply only 
to varieties over a ground field of characteristic zero. 
New difficulties arise in finite characteristic.
Abhyankar has solved them for all but a few surfaces and
threefolds.
-xii-
It is now well established that resolution should 
proceed through the performance of a succession of 
monoidal transformations, the centers of which are 
determined by the geometry, and in particular the discrete 
invariants, of the singular space. It is also clear that 
for the inductive methods used to work, one must prove 
not just resolution of abstract varieties, or even 
embedded resolution, but that it is always possible to 
"resolve" an ideal on a variety into the ideal of a normal 
crossings divisor.
When resolving a curve, the center of every monoidal 
transformation is a point, and if the chosen point lies 
outside the singular locus, then the transformation is 
trivial. Thus, there are no real decisions to make about 
the location of centers. All that needs to be done is to 
show that the process terminates. There is only one 
possible rule to follow. In higher dimension, care must 
be exercised while choosing the center. Moreover, "the" 
resolution is far from unique.
For curves, there is no free choice, while in higher 
dimensions many of the abundance of rules lead nowhere, 
or at least have not been proven to terminate in a 
resolution. All the same, the necessity that exists for 
curves still exists in higher dimension, but it takes a
-xiii-
different form. It is true, for example, that any 
differential reaular on a resolution must be abelian, and 
so the places that appear on any resolution must be 
sufficient to determine whether or not a differential is 
abelian. We develop this observation by showing that, 
given a singular variety, certain places must appear on 
its resolution. (To be precise, I should say its the 
resolution of its singular locus to a normal crossings 
divisor. Such is called a ncd resolution). These places 
are called essential.
I do not know how important this realm of necessity 
is to the study of singular varieties and their 
resolutions.
COMPUTATION IN ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY
Outstanding though they are, the results of Hironaka 
and Abhyankar are theoretical. There is not, to my 
knowledge, but one example of a singular variety resolved 
according to the algorithms, other than plane curves.
This is a general failing. There are few explicit 
examples of computation in the literature of resolution.
- X I V -
Serre's papers on coherent sheaves provide a major 
example of how, in algebraic geometry, computational 
methods can be applied to produce theoretical results that 
can, in turn, be applied to facilitate further 
computations. For example, sheaf cohomolgy is used to 
solve the Yang-Mills soliton equations. The application 
of Euclid's algorithm to prove the first properties of 
natural numbers is simpler example of the immense value, 
even when considering abstract questions, of possessing 
effective computational methods.
An algebraic variety, say over an algebraically 
closed field, is an infinite object when considered as the 
collection of its points. As such, it is not fit to 
compute with, either by man or by machine. What is 
required is a finite but faithful representation of the 
object being considered. A principal requirement is that 
those quantities that especially concern us can be readily 
computed from the representation. Computer science uses 
the term "data-structure“ to describe such a 
representation. The use of fans (in the sense of Demazure 
and myself) provide such a data-structure for torus 
embeddings.
The opportunity provided by torus embeddings and fans 
has largely been ignored. The little that has been done 
is confined to providing examples and occasional proofs in 
papers that are predominantly theoretical and general. No 
doubt this is due to the large amount of arithmetic and 
bookkeeping involved in even slight examples conjoined 
with a widespread reluctance and perhaps even inability 
amongst mathematicians generally to use automatic 
computing machinery in their work. My personal experience 
is that the amount of labor required to turn a computer 
into an object as easy to use as a pocket calculator but 
dedicated to some simple task is quite considerable and 
hard to justify, if it is to have but little use.
To show that the canonical ring of an algebraic 
variety is finitely generated is an outstanding problem 
whose solution will surely proceed through the use of 
methods that are computational.
HISTORY OF TORUS EMBEDDINGS
A torus embedding is defined to be a separated normal 
algebraic variety M containing an algebraic torus T as a 
dense open subset in such a manner that the birational 
action of the torus on the variety is in fact biregular. 
Such varieties are stratified by the orbits of the action 
of the torus. Since their introduction in 1970 by
J
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Demazure, the reason for studying torus embeddings has 
changed several times, as has the combinatorial apparatus 
used to describe them.
Demazure's concern was with subgroups of the Cremona 
group - the group of automorphisms of the field of 
rational functions in several variables over a field. He 
proved that every such group of maximal rank was in fact 
the group of biregular automorphims of some complete and 
non-singular torus embedding. (Enriques had proved the 
corresponding result for two variables. The surface torus 
embeddings were rational scrolls).
I HDemazure showed that each non-singular torus 
embedding determined a simplicial complex I whose 
vertices are points of the lattice A*' of one parameter 
subgroups of the given torus. This complex lies in Av 
in such a manner that each interior of the cone on the 
convex hull of a simplex a of E does not intersect 
any other such. Moreover, every integral point in the 
rational span of a simplex a is already in the 
integral span. Demazure introduced the term "fan" to 
describe such complexes, and showed that every fan in 
A gives rise to a nonsingular torus embedding. He then 
posed the problem of extending these results to general, 
possibly singular, torus embeddings.
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This was done by Kempf, Mumford, Knudsen, and Saint- 
Donat. Their preoccupation was with the proof of what is 
known as the semi-stable reduction theorem, which required 
them to consider the process of inducing a torus embedding 
M' from M by taking a finite cover T' — > T of the 
original torus. To them, M and M' to are in some sense 
equivalent, and so they introduced a combinatorial 
description common to both. They used the notion of a 
finite rational partial polyhedral decomposition of the 
space = AV®ZQ into cones. (If a is as simplex of
the fan Z of a (nonsingular) torus embedding then to it 
would correspond the interior of the cone generated by the 
convex hull of a.
Kempf et al gave the combinatorial conditions 
necessary and suffficient for a finite rational partial 
polyhedral decomposition to define a torus embedding. Two 
other results are of importance to us. They developed a 
theory that applied to stratified varieties that locally 
were analytically isomorphic to a torus embedding. The 
obvious example of such a variety - a nonsingular variety 
M equipped with a normal crossings divisor D - was for 
some reason not considered. Their theory of toroidal 
embeddings was the first extension of the combinatorial 
apparatus of torus embeddings to a more general context.
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They also computed the cohomology of invertible sheaves - 
i.e. linear systems - on complete torus embeddings. This 
must have eased the next development, which was the study 
of hypersurfaces in torus embeddings.
But we will discuss Danilov's contribution first. He 
gave a systematic and clearly written expose of the 
theory, making it accessible to mathematicians outside of 
algebraic geometry. He computed both the Chow ring and 
the homology ring of complete torus embeddings, and showed 
that they were equal. He introduced the notation a ,
A for characters and one parameter subgroups - Demazure 
had used M, M*; Kempf et al, M and N. Finally, he revived 
the word "fan", applying it however to the object 
previously described by the large and clumsy phrase 
"finite rational partial polyhedral decomposition". (It 
could be said however that the object, being itself large 
and clumsy, deserved its elephantine appellation).
Arnol'd and many others discovered the wealth of 
geometry latent in isolated critical points of smooth 
functions. It was noticed that for many interesting 
functions f, co-ordinates could be chosen at the critical 
point so that both the topology and the discrete geometric 
invariants depended only upon the Newton polyhedron of the 
Taylor expansion of f . It was a happy co-incidence that
-xix-
the theory of torus embeddings provides an admirable tool 
for studying such critical points. For example, an 
embedded resolution of the level surface
X = £ p | f(p) = 0 1
can be explicitly constructed by producing from the Newton 
polyhedron a suitable fan, and thereby defining a torus 
embedding. Hypersurfaces that can be resolved in this way 
are called nondegenerate.
Some invariants of nondegenerate hypersurfaces, and 
even complete intersections, have been calculated. In 
particular, Khovanskii has shown that the first of the 
plurigenera is equal to the number of monomials that lie 
strictly inside the Newton polyhedron. This generalises 
the classical formula
g = (d - 1)(d - 2)
for the genus of a nonsingular plane curve of degree d.
His results can be thought of as being a partial 
generalization of the formulae for the genus of singular 
plane curves. Much remains unknown. Given their 
importance, it is embarassing that we can compute neither 
the monodromy group nor the number of moduli for an 
arbitary nondegenerate critical point of a function f from 
its Newton polyhedron.
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The theory of torus embeddings has a fundamental 
limitation. It is not always possible, given a 
hypersurface, to choose co-ordinates so that it is non­
degenerate. For example, such co-ordinates exist for an 
analytically irreducible plane curve singularity just in 
case it has but one characteristic pair. If it has 
several, more powerful techniques are needed to describe 
the resolution.
As we have seen, the primary focus of the theory of 
torus embeddings is changing. The group action has become 
incidental - it is now merely a convenient means of 
stratifying the variety and a helpful device in the 
proofs. Instead, what seems to be vital is that it 
provides a large family of birationally equivalent 
varieties, each member of which can be explictly described 
using notions that are fundamentally combinatorial and so 
- at least in principle - amenable to calculation. To go 
beyond the fundamental limitation, one must add to the 
family.
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The theory of torus embeddings when considered 
abstractly has three essential features that it should 
pass on to its descendants.
* All varieties in the family have a common 
open set which is affine and whose co-ordinate 
ring is given explicitly. Each function in 
the co-ordinate ring has a normal form.
* There is provided a family of places at 
infinity. The order of vanishing of a 
function along such a place is readily 
computable from the normal form.
* It is known which of the complexes, whose 
vertices lie in the family of places, can 
arise as the fan of a (partial) completion of 
the common open subset.
The theory of torus embeddings is but one way of 
satisfying the above requirements. It is in fact the 
embryo of a more general form.
PLACES
Along with the rise of schemes in algebraic geometry 
there was a neglect of valuative techniques. Except for 
Abhyankar's work in finite characteristic, little has been 
done since Zariski's contributions in the 1940's. The
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field K = k(X) of rational functions of an algebraic 
variety X has many valuations. Especially important are 
those are defined, obtained, or characterized by geometric 
means. It is well known that if X' is a, say, nonsingular 
model for X and D' CZ X' is an irreducible smooth 
subvariety of codimension one then by assigning to each 
rational function f in K its order of vanishing along D we 
obtain a valuation v of K. This valuation is discrete and 
of rank one. We re-introduce the now all but forgotten 
term "place" to describe those valuations that can be 
gotten in this way. The pair D' C  X 1 is called a model 
for v , and is said to realize v (as the place associated 
to a codimension one subvariety). I do not know if every 
discrete rank one valuation is a place.
We give Cp26-423 some useful definitions and results 
concerning places for which no suitable reference exists. 
Given some model X for a field K of rational functions, we 
classify the places of K according to how they 'lie over' 
X. The center Dv of v on X is the closure of the image of 
D' under the rational map X' — > X. It does not depend 
upon the model chosen for v. It may be the empty set, in 
which case we say that the place is infinite, or lies at 
infinity. A variety X is complete just in case all 
places of its rational function field are finite.
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If X is say normal then every finite place falls into 
at least one of the classes :-
exceptional : has codimension at least two
singular : lies in the singular locus of X
common : has codimension one and is not
contained in the singular locus of X
If v is a common place then upon removing Sing Dv and 
Sing X from the pair C  X we obtain a model for v. If v 
is common, we will also say that it appears on X (as the 
place associated to a codimension one irreducible 
subvariety of X).
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The algebraic notion of place is related to the 
geometric notion of monoidal transformation.
The proof of this result is interesting. Because v 
has a geometrical realization, we can define the order of 
vanishing v(w) of any differential w along v. Using this 
we define for every finite place of X its discrepancy 
disv(v), which is a non-negative integer that, roughly
A
speaking, measures how far is from appearing on X. This
Realization Theorem Cp39,403 Suppose that X
is nonsingular. Every finite place v 
determines an alternating sequence
X„ - Sing D c  X n n , v n
X - Sing d. X = X Q
of inclusions and monoidal transformations.
This sequence becomes stable ( X^ = Xn+1 
for n large enough ). It terminates in a
model for v.
number drops under each of the above monoidal
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transformations and is zero Just in case v appears on X. 
The theorem is almost certainly true even if X is 
singular, but in that case to show that the discrepancy 
drops requires results concerning Kahler differentials on 
singular varieties that are not readily to hand.
Conversely, every finite sequence of inclusions and 
monoidal transformations as above - subject to the 
condition that each center be the closure of the image of 
the one above it - is the sequence associated to the place 
for which the exceptional divisor of the last monoidal 
transformation provides a model. Thus, we see that the 
concept of a finite place is not far removed from that of 
a sequence of monoidal transformations.
SINGULAR VARIETIES
If the differential w is regular at the smooth points 
of a possibly singular variety X then we say that w is 
regular on X. If w is regular on some (equivalently 
every) resolution of X then it is customary to say that u> 
is abelian or of the first kind. We provide a 
quantitative refinement of this notion by defining the 
order ord^ai) to be the smallest value of v(u>) as v runs 
over the singular places of X. By using the notion of 
logarithmic differentials, we define the logarithmic order
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in the same way. A singular place v for which the
equation
v(a>) = ordjj(w)
holds is said to be minimal ( with respect to to). We 
study this equation using the realization theorem. From 
this we obtain results concerning the geometric structure 
of the resolution, if such exists. The method also 
applies to completions and torus embeddings.
In what follows, the case of X a curve is an 
exception. This is because the resolution of a curve is 
unique. Indeed, Dedekind and Weber used the set of places 
to constitue a nonsingular model. We assume that X has 
dimension at least two for the remainder of the 
introduction. (The next result is false for X a curve and 
the one following is trivial).
Theorem Cp65,663 If w is an r-fold
differential regular on X then
ii) ord^C to; log) >.0 or ordx (w; log) = CO
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Theorem Cp51,683 Suppose that X' — > X is a 
ncd resolution of X with exceptional divsor E 
= E^U.-.UE^. . Suppose also that u> is an 
r-fold differential regular on X. Then
i) if ord^ ito) is non-negative then it is 
equal to minCVp (to) |i = l...r}
ii) provided values less than zero are counted 
as - », then minCv^ (to; log) I i = l..r) is 
equal to ord^f to;log).
In other words, given any regular differential to, any 
ncd resolution contains a minimal place - subject to 
suitable conventions about negative infinity. In fact, 
the order of a differential can be computed from an ncd 
resolution. (The study of more general resolutions 
becomes involved). If to is of top degree, more can be 
said.
Theorem Cp70,733 Suppose that to is an r-fold 
differential of top degree regular on X and
that X' --> X is a ncd resolution of X with
exceptional divisor E. Then
i) if ordx<to) > - r then every to minimal place 
appears on X' as a component of E.
ii) if ordx<to) > -r then every -minimal 
place can be realized by making a toral 
transformation of the pair E C  X'.
From case (i) of the result we obtain a number of 
places essential to the resolution of the singularity to a 
normal crossings divisor. It is clear from the examples I 
have studied that further results will be required to 
obtain all the essential places of even quite simple 
singular varieties. We will now describe the concept of a 
toral transformation.
TORAL MODIFICATIONS
It is surprising that the problem of places minimal 
with respect to a differential gives rise to a theory that 
has much in common with the theory of torus embeddings.
The combinatorial apparatus of ..fans etc provides a means 
of describing those sequences of monoidal transformations 
and birational modifications that can be derived from a 
normal crosssings divisor. The pre-existing theory of 
toroidal embeddings provides a solution of sorts to this 
problem - but its continual comparison to torus embeddings 
is irrelevant, confusing and restrictive.
Definition Cp92J Suppopse that on the smooth 
variety M there lies a normal crossings 
divisor D. A monoidal transformation M' — > M 
is said to be toral if its center is a 
component of the intersection of some of the 
components of D. In this case the reduced 
total transform D' of D is also a normal
-xxviii-
crossings divisor.
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A succession
M, , — >M, ,,(n) (n-1) M (0> "  M
of monoidal transformations is said to be 
toral if for each i the transformation 
— is toral with respect to the reduced 
total transform of D.
One can find, at least locally, a differential cd of 
top degree whose divisor on M is -D. (For torus 
embeddings such a differential exists for the whole 
space). Loosely speaking, the principal result is that 
the toral theory is the study of the solution for v of the 
equation v(u)) = -1. Although useful, such a statement is 
not precise and so cannot be a theorem.
Theorem Cp983 A finite place v of M is toral 
just in case v ( oj) = -1.
Corollary Suppose that M' — > M is a toral 
transformation. Then every toral place of M 
is a toral place of M' and vice versa.
To a normal crossings divsor D on a nonsingular 
variety M we associate Cpll73 a simplicial complex 
£ (M) that is, for torus embeddings, practically 
equivalent to that of Demazure. We call it the fan of D 
on M. Its vertices are the places associated to the
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components of D. A set a of places is said to belong 
to £ if the intersection of the corresponding 
components of D is nonempty. It is not at all clear what 
the definition should be in the case when the divisor D 
does not have normal crossings.
We show Cpl043 that to each toral place there 
corresponds:
a) a simplex a of the fan £ of D on M.
b) to each vertex of a , a strictly 
positive integer.
c) to each vertex of £ not in a , the 
integer zero.
and moreover
d) these integers taken together are without 
commmon factor.
To each assignment satisfying the above four 
conditions and a choice of a component of the intersection 
of the components of D that correspond to a > there 
corresponds a unique toral place. To simplify we assume 
that any such intersection has but one component.
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The objects defined by the first three conditions are 
called weights, while those that also satisfy 
condition (d) are called simple. Because of our 
assumption, to each toral place v there corresponds a 
simple weight a(v), and to each simple a a toral
\yplace v . We use the notation A (M) to denote the 
space of weights on M. To each weight a there 
corresponds a simplex oa of £ . Those weights
whose associated simplex is a constitute the open 
chamber associated to a.
We can enlarge the class of varieties being 
considered.
Definition CpllOl Suppose that M' — > M is a 
smooth birational modification, and that the 
reduced total transform D' of D has normal 
crossings. If the place associated to the 
components of D' are toral then we say that 
M' — > M is a toral modification.
We show that if M' — > M is a toral modification then 
the weight space AV(M') can be thought of as a subset 
of AV(M) , and that each open chamber of the former lies in 
a unique open chamber of the latter. Thus, A(M') can 
be thought of as being a subdivision of the division of 
A^ (M) into chambers. If M' -» M is proper then the two
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weight space have the same points, but are subject to a 
different division into open chambers.
From algebraic geometry we deduce conditions that the 
fan Z' of a toral modification M' — > M must satisfy. 
They are analogous to those used by Demazure, Kempf, et 
al for torus embeddings. From a fan £' satisfying these 
conditions a toral modification M(Z') — > M that 
contains M' as an open set can be constructed. By 
applying- the same arguments to torus embeddings we obtain
Theorem Cpl27J Suppose that M Z> T is a non­
singular completion such that D = M - T is a 
normal crossings divisor. Suppose also that 
the divisor (w) of w is -D. Then M is a 
torus embedding.
\-xxxiii-
ORDER AND HEART
we return to the theory of torus embeddings to 
calculate the order of differentials. Because for any 
toral place v the order of to along v is -1, it follows 
that the order of some differential g<o of top degree is 
simply v(g) - 1. Now suppose that X is a nondegenerate 
hypersurface defined by the vanishing of the function f, 
and that f does not divide g. If v is the extension of 
some place v ' of X then the equation
v ' ( Res(gu) /f) ) = v(g) - v(f) - 1
will enable us to calculate the order on X of any 
differential of top degree. If I is an integral point 
lying in the interior of the Newton polyhedron A of f 
then the order of the corresponding differential is non­
negative, and the minimal places correspond to integral 
boundary points of a dual object that is known in the 
theory of convex polytopes as the polarization of A 
about I. It is shown that two nondegenerate plane curves 
and also the surface Eg defined by the equation
admits a resolution, all of whose places are minimal.
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For a nondegenerate hypersurface, it is fairly 
straightforward to compute from its Newton polyhedron the 
order of a differential of top degree, and the 
corresponding minimal places. Khovanskii showed that if f 
is the local equation of the hypersurface and g is some 
function regular on the torus, not divisible by f, then 
the Poincare residue of g uj / f will be of the first kind 
on X provided the Newton polyhedron of g is strictly 
contained in that of f. For r-fold differentials of top 
degree more care is needed. Using the integral structure 
of the lattice A we define Cpl463 for each polyhedron 
A with integral vertices an interior H( A )which we call 
the heart. The vertices of the heart are rational, but 
may not be integral. It has a finite number of faces. If 
f and g are as above then the Poincare residue of the 
differential
is of the first kind just in case the Newton polyhedron of 
g is contained in the r-fold sum of H(A) with itself.
From this we show Cpl47J that for nondegenerate affine 
hypersurafces the ring of all differentials of top degree 
of the first kind is finitely generated. Although the 
Poincare residue map is surjective locally, it is not so 
globally. To obtain the canonical ring of nondegenerate 
projective hypersurfaces using these methods, one must
first deal with this cohomological phenomena, of which 
examples are provided Cpl493.
TORUS EMBEDDINGS PROBLEMS
The theory of torus embeddings and minimal places 
provide some insight into aspects of the construction, 
resolution, and geometry of algebraic varieties. Less is 
known than is unknown. Many problems wait to be solved. 
Here are six.
* Determine the places essential to the 
resolution of Eg.
* How many minimal embedded resolutions of Eg 
are there? (There should be only a finite 
number).
* Suppose that M o T is a normal and complete 
variety such that the differential w has a 
simple pole along each codimension one 
component of M - T. Must M be a torus 
embedding?
* Compute the plurigenera of a nondegenerate 
hypersurface X from its Newton polyhedron
A . In particular, show that the canonical 
ring is finitely generated.
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* Construct formal algorithms - i.e. 
computer programs - for computing a resolution 
and the geometric invariants of nondegenerate 
hypersurfaces.
* Using a machine search, systematically 
explore Newton polyhedra for interesting 
examples of varieties. It would he nice to 
have a large collection of three-folds lying 
between rational and general type.
TOJRAL THEORY PROBLEMS
I have already indicated that the use of torus 
embeddings does not apply to many examples. We ought to 
be able to compute with more than torus embeddings. That 
we can substitute for the group action the structured 
family of places minimal with respect to a suitable 
differential indicates that the definition we introduce 
here is sound.
Definition Suppose that D is a reduced and 
effective divisor on a nonsingular variety M.
A sequence M(n) — >M(n_1) ->... M(Q) = M of 
monoidal transformations is said to be toral 
with respect to D is at each stage the center 
of the monoidal transformation M . ,. --> M,., 
is, locally, a transverse intersection of 
components of the reduced total transform D(i)
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of D on The places associated to the
components of D (n) are called toral. If M 
admits a toral transformation M, . --> M for 
which is a normal crossings divisor then
D C  M is said to be self-resolving.
A broad definition such as the above, needs 
applications to test it to show its usefulness. The 
following statement is almost surely true. An example is 
given at the end of the thesis.
Assertion Suppose that X^ is an analytically 
irreducible plane curve singularity possessing 
n characteristic pairs. Then co-ordinate axes 
H and plane curves X^. possessing j 
characteristic pairs can be chosen so that for 
j equal to 1 through to n, the resolution of 
Xj is toral with respect to D U  X1 (J . .UX^^.
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A second possible application is to the resolution of 
generic hypersurfaces in finite characteristic. It has 
been known for some time that if a finite set A of 
monomials is chosen then the hypersurface X defined by the 
vanishing of the polynomial
f = £ X j X 1, I e A
is non-degenerate provided the co-efficients Xj are 
chosen generically from a ground field of characteristic 
zero. In finite characteristic the Bertini theorem upon 
which this result depends fails.
In characteristic zero it is possible to find a 
single completion M of T that will resolve any generic 
element of the system. This will not always be possible 
in finite characteristic. Suppose we take a completion M 
of T that would resolve the hypersurface if it were non­
degenerate. Upon the smooth variety M, a will define a 
linear system - not necessarily complete - without fixed 
points. In finite characteristic it is possible that each 
element of the system have a nonempty singular locus which 
moves. Its location wil depend upon the element chosen of 
the system. In such case, it will be necessary to 
introduce auxiliary hypersurfaces in order to resolve X.
SUMMARY
Little is known concerning the resolution of the singular locus of an algebraic variety, apart from that they exist when the ground field has characteris­tic zero and in some other cases. We obtain results concerning the geometric structure of the resolution, if such exists, of any given singularity. Our results depend upon some preliminary material in Chapter I, and are valid for any characteristic.
The main technique used is to study the vanishing locus of differential forms and its behavior under any given monoidal transformation. This is done in Chapter II. From this we obtain a range of results. Inter alia we show that certain places must appear in the resolution of any given singular locus to a divi­sor. Our results do not exhaust the power of the technique.
In Chapter III we study certain birational modif­ications, called toral, that can be defined from a normal crossings divisor. Singularities that can be resolved by such modifications are used to give exam­ples for the results of Chapter II. Also, we prove a result concerning the completion of algebraic vari­eties. Suppose that the complete and nonsingular variety M contains an algebraic torus T as the comple­ment of a normal crossings divisor D. Then the bira­tional action of T on M is biregular just in case some differential of top degree regular on T has a pole of order one along each component of D.
The results of Chapter III can be thought of as belonging to the theory of torus embeddings. However, they are a special case of an as a yet unwritten theory of general toral modifications, the definition of which appears in the Introduction, and an example of which concludes the work. This general theory offers a chance to prove more generally valuable results that are presently known only in special cases, such as the finite generation of the canonical ring.
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INTRODUCTION
From the beginning, differentials appear in the 
study of the singularities of an algebraic variety.
For example, the singular locus of a hypersurface 
X <= M with local equation f = 0 is defined by the 
vanishing of the differential df. This work exploits 
a more subtle phenomena. Suppose that X ' -*■ X is a 
birational modification and also that the differential 
ui is regular on X (i.e., regular on the nonsingular 
locus). If X is nonsingular then u is regular on X'. 
Moreover, if oo is of top degree then it vanishes on 
the exceptional locus E c X' of the morphism. Such 
statements can fail to be true if X is singular. By 
studying the behavior of to on a representative class 
of modifications X' + X we obtain results concerning 
the resolutions of X, if such exist (see Ch. II §1).
Suppose that X is embedded in an ambient non­
singular space M. By a work of Hironaka we know that 
if the ground field has characteristic zero then it is 
possible to resolve X by performing a sequence M' M 
of monoidal transformations on M at nonsingular centers. 
A single monoidal transformation is a simple object.
It is a little more complicated than its center, which 
can be defined locally by setting suitable local param­
eters equal to zero. But a sequence of more than two 
or three such transformations can be most involved.
In this work we use two, related methods for 
studying sequences of monoidal transformations. The 
first is via the concept of a place. A place is any 
valuation v of the field K of rational functions of 
M which gives the order of vanishing along some 
codimension one subvariety D of some model M' of K.
To each finite place of M there corresponds a finite 
sequence M (-n. j^ -*■ * M of monoidal
transformation of a particular type, and vice versa.
The restriction on the transformation is that at each 
stage + -*■ the center of the next transforma­
tion should dominate the center of the last (Ch. I,
§4) .
The second approach imposes restrictions upon the 
centers in a different way. We give here the general 
definition of a toral transformation.
Definition. Suppose that D is a reduced and effective 
divisor on the nonsingular variety M. A sequence 
M(n) ^(n-1) •••"*■ M^o) = M of monoidal transforma­
tions is toral with respect to D if at each stage the 
center of the monoidal transformation + ^  -*■
is, locally, a transverse intersection of components 
of the reduced total transform of D on . The
places associated to the components of are called
toral.
If D is assumed to be a normal crossings divisor 
then the resulting theory is very similar to the pre­
existing theory of torus embeddings. The former theory
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can be developed using concepts and insights derived 
from the latter. Moreover, there exists locally a 
differential oj of top degree such that the toral places 
are precisely those finite places along which w has a 
pole of order one. Except for a few examples, the 
general theory of toral modifications is unexplored 
(Ch. Ill, §1, §2, §5.3).
Conversely, the singularities of a variety X can 
be used to produce some places of X. Suppose that the 
differential w is regular on X. The smallest value 
ord^ (uj) of v(w) as v varies over all singular places 
of X is called the order of cu; the v that achieve the 
minimum are called minimal with respect to co. Here are 
some results. Suppose that gj is an n-fold differential 
of top degree. Its order is either -<*>, or it is at 
least -r. If equal to -r and the singular locus of X 
admits a resolution X' X to a normal crossings divisor 
E then the minimal places are obtained by performing 
monoidal transformations on X' that are toral with 
respect to E. If larger than -r then the minimal 
places appear on any resolution X' X of X to a normal 
crossings divisor. (Such places are called essential.) 
Somewhat similar results hold if a> is not of top degree, 
although they are not so striking. The same techniques 
are applied also to embedded resolution and logarithmic 
order (Ch. II, §1-4) .
The minimal and essential places capture at least 
some of the geometric structure of a given singularity.
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How much we cannot yet say, for the results are not 
definitive and the range of examples is not representa­
tive. Presently, examples are limited to those hyper­
surface singularities that can be resolved by a modifi­
cation toral with respect to a normal crossings divisor. 
For such singularities, the Newton polyhedron contains 
a good part of the geometry. Some examples appear in 
Chapter III §5.
The methods and results used are valid without 
hypothesis on the characteristic of the ground field. 
The pathologies of finite characteristic are exempli­
fied by the properties of differentiation. It may be 
that this work can be used to give insight into the 
resolution of singularities over a ground field of 
finite characteristic.
Various results and questions concerning the 
completion of nonsingular algebraic varieties arise.
If D is a normal crossings divisor then its fan £  is 
defined as a simplicial complex whose vertices are the 
places corresponding to the components of D (Ch. Ill, 
§2.3). It is convenient to assume that any intersec­
tion of components of D is connected. To each com­
pletion M of the nonsingular variety U by a normal 
crossings divisor D, a fan £  is associated.
The first problem is this. Suppose that a is a 
finite set of places of U. Does it appear in the fan 
of some completion of U? The question arises from the 
study of minimal and essential places (Ch. II, §3.6).
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Now suppose that M and M' are completions of U 
whose fans are equal. Is it true that the natural 
birational map M —► M' is biregular? Solutions to 
these problems are provided in the case where all the 
places of D are toral with respect to a given normal 
crossings divisor (Ch. Ill, §2).
Of the many birational invariants of an algebraic 
variety X, its canonical ring is perhaps the most 
important. We compute the local version of this ring 
for those hypersurfaces X c A n that may be resolved 
by a modification toral with respect to the co-ordinate 
hyperplanes. It follows immediately that in this case 
the ring is finitely generated. We indicate the diffi­
culties that arise when the same procedure is applied 
to a hypersurface of Pn. Almost certainly, these 
difficulties can be overcome (Ch. Ill, §4).
In part, this work is intended to pioneer a general 
theory of toral modifications. The value of such a 
theory resides largely in its ability to enlarge our 
understanding and knowledge of algebraic varieties.
It is optimistic to expect such a theory to solve the 
problem of the finite generation of the canonical 
ring. But not, I believe, foolish.
CHAPTER I FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
In order to establish notation and conventions we 
review in the first three sections of this Chapter the 
results and definitions we will need from the foundations 
of the subject. In the final section we discuss places 
and prove a number of results for which no suitable 
reference exists.
§1. VARIETIES AND EXPONENTS
1. Affine varieties
Throughout k will denote an algebraically closed 
field, of any characteristic. An algebra A over k that 
is finitely generated and without divisors of zero is 
said to be a co-ordinate ring. Suppose that f^,...,f 
generate A over k. Let Ick[Tj,...,T ] be the ideal of 
relations between the f^ . Let X denote the set of points 
in kn at which every element of I vanishes. We say that 
X is an affine algebraic variety and that A = k[X] is 
its co-ordinate ring. Clearly, every element f of k[X] 
determines a map f:X -*■ k. If we chose g^,...,g to 
generate A then we would obtain a subset X' of km. But 
because X and X' have the same - not isomorphic but 
same - co-ordinate ring we say that they are equal - not 
isomorphic.
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The n-fold product kn can be given the structure of 
a vector space. An affine algebraic variety X is said 
to be affine n-space A.n if its co-ordinate ring k[X] is
isomorphic to k[T^.... T ] . The variety^11 has no natural
vector space structure. Any other affine variety X can 
be thought of as a closed subset X c for n large 
enough.
Elements of k[X] will be called regular functions.
Polynomials are elements of k[T,,...,T ]. A regular map affine 1 n
f:X Y between algebraic varieties is a mapping from 
the points of X to the points of Y that respects regular 
functions. Equivalently, it is a k-algebra homomorphism 
k[Y] - k[X].
If f is a regular function on X then V(f) if the 
closed subset consisting of all points of X at which f 
vanishes. V(f^,...,fn) is defined similarly.
A rational map f:X - Y between two algebraic varieties 
is a regular map f':U' '■* Y where u'is an open subset of X. 
The rational map f":U" + Y is said to be equal to f' if 
f' and f" agree on U'n U". The largest open subset U 
on which a rational map f:X - + Y is regular is called the 
domain of definition of f. The complement Z of U is called 
the indeterminacy locus.
A rational map f:X - -*■ k is called a rational function.
The collection of all rational functions forms the field 
k(X) of rational functions. It is merely the field of
\fractions of k[X], Its transcendence degree d is the 
dimension of X.
The local ring at a point P of X is the subring of 
k(X) consisting of all rational functions f:X - k 
regular at P. In other words, that P belongs to the 
domain of definition U of f. to an affine variety
Clearly a rational map f:X - -*■ Y is simply a homo­
morphism k[Y] k(X) . If k(Y) and k(X) are isomorphic 
via f, we say that f is a birational isomorphism. Usually, 
we will start with a field K, finitely generated over k, 
and consider different varieties X, X' etc. all of whose 
co-ordinate rings are K. In other words k[X] is a sub­
ring of K etc. Varieties denoted by the same letter will 
be birationally isomorphic, and will be referred to as 
different models for the given field of rational functions. 
Often, we will call a regular map X ' X a modification 
ot birational modification of X.
A variety is said to be normal if all its local rings 
are integrally closed. Every variety X has a normalization 
X. The singular locus of normal varieties has codimension 
at least two. For details concerning this, see [35, Ch. II 
§5]
A warning about-notation. A closed set always means 
a set that is locally defined by the vanishing of some 
finite number of regular functions. Its complement is
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called an open set. A variety is almost always 
irreducible, unless it is a subvariety, in which case 
it may very well be reducible.
2. Projective varieties
It has been known for several centuries that many 
properties of affine spaced11 and its subvarieties are 
best understood by first adding the hyperplane at infinity. 
More precisely, the point of projective space ]Pn are the 
lines through the origin of a vector space V over k of 
dimension n+1. Suppose that H is a hyperplane in V not 
passing through the origin. In a natural way we associate 
to each set X of points in ffn a set X n H of points in H. 
Now, H is in a natural manner an affine algebraic variety. 
We say that X is a projective algebraic variety if X n H 
is an affine variety for every hyperplane H.
Moreover, X n H can be thought of as a subset at X in 
a natural manner. We thus arrive at the notion of an open 
affine cover.
The homogeneous co-ordinate ring of P n is the ring 
k[V] graded by the condition that linear functions f:V -*• k 
have degree one. We have no need for this notion.
By a quasi-projeative variety we mean an open subset 
of a projective variety. By making use of affine open 
covers, we can extend the notions previously defined to 
this wider class of varieties.
v
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Theorem 1. Suppose that X is a projective variety.
Then for any variety Y the projection Y x X -»• Y carries 
closed set to closed sets.
The proof of this theorem appears in [35, Ch. I §5.2],
Definition. A map ir:Y -*• X is -projective if we may 
write it locally as Y -*• P n * X -*■ X where the first map 
is the inclusion of a closed set, and the second the 
natural projection.
3. Abstract varieties
This notion is not yet forty years old. It is 
motivated in part by the 'atlas of charts' approach to 
differential manifolds. Its main utility is that it 
frees us from the necessity of embedding our varieties 
in a projective space of sufficiently high dimension 
before we may perform quite natural geometric constructions. 
The price that is to be paid, however, is that we need to 
check that the resulting variety is separated. This can 
be burdensome at times. We will not give the appropriate 
definitions and results here. The interested reader will 
find them in [35, Ch. VI].
We will need, however the following.
Definition. A variety X is complete if, for any Y 
the projection p:Y x X -*• Y carries closed sets to closed
sets .
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A map X' + X is proper if for every variety Y the 
natural map p:X' x Y -*• X x Y carries closed sets to closed 
sets. Clearly, projective varieties are complete and 
projective maps proper.
The next result shows that these notions are not so 
far from that of being projective.
Chow's Lemma (i) Suppose that X is a separated variety. 
Then there is a projective birational modification X' X 
and a projective variety X' such that X' - ■* X' is regular, 
being the inclusion of an open set.
Cii) Suppose that X' + X is a birational 
modification. Then there is a projective modification 
X" -*■ X' and a projective modification X" -*• X such that 
X" - -*■ X" is regular, being the inclusion of an open set.
This is not the standard form of Chow's lemma, but it 
is exactly that which we will need in §4.3. The proof is 
a straightforward combination of the constructions used 
in [35, Ch.VI 2.1 and Exercise 7] and [16, p.107], and 
so is left to the reader.
4. Divisors
Suppose that X is a, say, nonsingular algebraic variety 
and that X' -*■ X is a surjective modification. Of all the 
subvarieties D of X, those of codimension one have a 
certain stability. We think of X' and X as being two
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largestdifferent partial completions of their common open set
U. If D is a closed subset of U, we will use D to o
denote its closure in X and D' its closure in X'. We 
will say that D' is the strict transform the closed 
subset D of X. This definition is sound so long as D 
meets U. That D has codimension one guarantees this, 
while if D has codimension two or more the Proj con­
struction [16, Ch. II §7] enables us to 'blow up' D to 
a closed subset of codimension one.
This situation is dual to that of points. Suppose 
that X' -*■ X is a surjective birational map and that X 
is, say, non-singular. To each point P' of X' corresponds 
a unique point P of X. To each closed subset D of X 
whose codimension is one, there corresponds, as we have 
just seen, a D' of X'.
Definition. Suppose that X is an algebraic variety.
An irreducible subvariety D of codimension one is called 
an irreducible or prime divisor. A divisor is a formal 
sum over Z of prime divisors. Its support is the union 
of the prime divisors whose cd-efficient is not zero. A 
divisor is effective if no negative co-efficients appear, 
and it is reduced if only 0 and 1 appear. The reduction 
of an effective divisor is also thought of as its support.
If SingX has codimension at least two then we can
- see §4.1 - a divisor to every rational functionassociate
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£ of k(X). Such divisors are principal. Locally 
principal means exactly what it says. These are also 
known as Cartier divisors, while the original notion 
are also known as Weil divisors. If X is as above - say 
X is normal - the Weil divisors modulo principal divisors 
forms the (divisor) class group C1(X) while Cartier 
modulo principal is the Picard group Pic (X).
We will see in §2.2 that if X is non-singular then 
every divisor is locally principal. The proof of this 
result depends on a theorem of Gauss. He showed that 
Cl(/^ n) = 0 or, in his own language, that each polynomial 
f e k[T^,...,Tn] has a unique factorization into prime 
factors (up to multiplication by units and order, of 
course).
Finally, suppose that D is a reduced effective divisor 
of X and that <J>:X' -*■ X is a birational modification. The 
reduced total transform of D is the reduced effective 
divisor whose support is <J> ^(D). This definition makes 
sense only if <)> ^(D) actually is a union of irreducible 
components of codimension one. We will see in §3.2 that 
this is so if X is non-singular, or even if every divisor 
D has a multiple rD that is locally principal.
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5. Exponents
We develop here notation concerning 
plication. Suppose that u^,...,u is a 
elements of a field. If ilt...,i is a 
integers, we will denote the product
repeated multi­
sequence of 
sequence of
by u'*’, where u stands for (u^,...,u ) and I stands for 
(ilt...,i ). In this context we will call I variously 
a multi-index, an exponent, or, even an index, while the 
product u1 is called a monomial in u. If I is a subset 
of {l,...,n} we will use u* to denote the product of 
those Uj for which j e I. In this context, A over a 
symbol means that it is omitted from the expression. ForAexample 2.3.5 = 3.5 = 15.
We will develop this notation. If u = (u1,...,un)
is a sequence of n field elements and C is an n x m
rmatrix then we use u to denote the sequence of m functions
Ci Cm th(u ,...,u ) where is the i column of C, thought of
as an exponent. If the matrices C and D may be multiplied
together then the identity
, C.D (CD)(u ) = uv J
follows from the usual properties of multiplication.
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In fact, we have that
7 V E cj Dj>-/T(rv|K
where we follow the Einstein convention of summing or 
multiplying over the repeated indices.
Transformations of the type described here were 
introduced into algebraic geometry by Zariski [38].
6. Simple weights
In our notation, an exponent corresponds to a column 
vector and the sequence u of functions to a row vector.
We will call a row vector a = (a^ ,^...,« ) of integers 
a weight or weighting 3 and al will be called the degree 
of I with respect to a.
The weight a will be said to be simple if its elements
a,....a have no common factor. A set a^,...,am of1 n
weights is said to be simple if, whenever the equation
XjOi1 + ... Xmam e Zn X. « Jj (1)
is satisfied, the co-efficients X^ lie in Z. This agrees 
with the previous definition. The reader is asked to 
check that the pair [1,2] and (2,1) of weights is not 
simple. Clearly, a simple set of weights is linearly 
independent and so part of a basis for <5°.
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Theorem i A collection a\...,am of weights is simple 
just in case it is part of a basis a1,...,«11 of the free 
abelian group Zn.
Proof. If a^,...,otm is simple then the quotient 
G = Zn/<a^,...,am> is an abelian group without torsion.
We can, if m < n, find a simple element a of G, which is 
represented by an element am+'*' of Zn. We can apply this 
process to G ' = G/<a> and thus obtain by repetition the 
desired basis. The converse is trivial.
It is in practice laborious to produce such an extension 
for a simple set of weights. A careful analysis of the 
proof that we give should convince the reader of this 
fact. We will use the theorem in the following form.
Corollary. Suppose that a^,...,am is simple. Then there 
are integer matrices A and B which satisfy
AB = BA = identity matrix
and also that the i**1 row of A is a'*’.
The proof of this result is simply the application of 
Cramer's rule to the matrix A obtained by extending a1 to 
a basis. Again, we remark that the labour involved in 
such a computation can be prodigious.
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§2. DIFFERENTIAL FORMS
1. Definitions
In differential geometry one starts with the notion 
of the derivative of a function, and uses it to define 
the ring of differentiable functions. In algebraic geometry, 
we start with the ring of regular or polynomial functions 
and define from it the notion of derivative [16, Ch. II §8],
k-algebra
Definition. A map d:A -*• D from a A to an A module
D is called a derivation if it satisfies the product formula
d(fg) = f dg + g df. 
and dc = 0 for c any element of k.
Of all the derivations that the ring A possesses, one is 
distinguished. Through it any other derivation will factor.
Definition. The module ii^ (A) of Kflhler differentials
of the ring A is defined in the following manner. In the
ring A A take the ideal I generated by all elements of
2the form 1 8 a - a 0 1. The quotient l/l has the structure 
of an A module, and it is called 0-*-(A) . The (Kdhler) 
derivative df of the element f of A is the residue of 
1 8 a - a 0 1 i n  O'*'(A) .
If A is the co-ordinate ring of an affine algebraic 
variety X we will write O^CX] in the place of D^CA), while 
if A is k(X) we will write 0^(X).
It is easily seen that this construction respects 
localization and so, in particular, O^tX] can be thought 
of as a subset of fl\x).
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If X is not an affine variety a little more care needs 
to be taken in the definition of n^CX]. In that case, we 
say that ß [X] consists of those elements w of ft\x) that 
lie in i2-*-[U] for every affine open subset U of X.
An element w of ft\x) is called a rational differential
form. If to lies in we say that it is Kühler on U.
If to is a rational differential, it can be written as a 
sum of products of the form f^ dg^ and so to is Kahler on 
the open subset U of X on which the functions f^ and g^ 
are regular.
The differential previously defined have degree one.
For higher differential forms we need the Grassman or 
exterior algebra. Its definition and properties as found 
in, say [16, p.127] are assumed. By i2n(A) we mean the
n^ *1 exterior power of J2^ (A). We can, moreover, form tensor
powers of differential forms. By a differential w of type 
(r,,...,r ) we mean an element of
a'1 (A) »w ... •]^ ir,(A)
and we will say that an element w of i2n(A) is simple, and 
of degree n. The preceding remarks apply to these more 
general differentials also.
The space module fin(X) is a vector space over the field 
k(X). The next result, which is [35, Ch. Ill §4.4, Theorem 
3], gives its dimension.
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Theorem 1. If d is the dimension of X then ftn(X) 
has dimension over k(X) equal to the binomial co-efficient
Thus, iin(X) has dimension zero if n > d, and one if 
n = d. A differential of type (d,...,d) will be said to 
be an r-fold differential of top degree, if r is the 
number of repetitions of d. A one-fold differential of 
top degree is called, of course, a simple differential of 
top degree.
If f^,...,f is a sequence of functions and I is a 
subset of {l,...,n} then by dfj we will mean the differential 
of degree #I obtained by taking, in the natural order, the 
exterior product of the functions f^ , for i e I. The 
reader is asked to provide, if wished, similar conventions 
for differentials of more complicated type. In the sequel, 
differentials of top degree are often used. By dfj, without 
reference to I, we will mean df. a ... a  df .
If X is an affine variety whose co-ordinate ring is 
generated over k by f^,...,f then fi1 [X] is spanned by the 
differentials df^,...,df and every differential w satisfies 
an equation
to = I uij dfj
where the summation is over appropriate indices I, and 
the co-efficient functions uij are regular on X.
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2-v Simple points
A point P on an algebraic variety X is said to be 
simple if the tangent space to X at P is a vector space 
whose dimension is the same as that of X [35, Ch. 2 §1.2].
In fact, a point P is simple just in case it has an affine
open neighbourhood U such that there are functions u^....u^
(d = dim X) regular on U whose derivatives du^,...,du_j span 
iJ ^ [U] over k[U]. Such a sequence of functions is called a 
Byatem of local parameters for U. If f is a function 
regular on such a U then
df ■ i fj dUi
for unique co-efficients f^ regular on U. The f^ are 
called the partial derivatives of f with respect to 
u1,...,u(j. If f is given a formal power series expansion 
then the f^ are calculated in the usual manner.
More generally, if u is a rational differential then 
the equation
u> = I  to j. d U j
has a unique solution for co-efficients oij and u is KShler 
on U just in case the u>j are all regular on U. For a 
proof of this result, see [35, Ch. Ill §4]. For a proof 
of the next, see [35, Ch. II §1.4].
Theorem 2. The simple points of an (irreducible) 
variety X form a dense open subset.
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We will use Sing X to denote the closed subset of 
singular (i.e. not simple) points. If X is normal then 
Sing X has codimension at least two. If Sing X is empty 
we say that X is non-singular. We will usually use the 
letter M to denote a non-singular variety. Such varieties 
enjoy many geometric properties. Some are stated below, 
and in §3.
Theorem 3. Suppose that M is non-singular.
(i) If X c M is irreducible and of codimension one 
then on each set U of some affine open cover of M there 
is a regular function f such that X = V(f). Such an f
is called a local equation for X on U. Sing X is defined 
locally by the equations df = 0 and f = 0.
(ii) Suppose that N is a non-singular subvariety of 
codimension n. Then on each U of some cover there are 
local parameters u1,...,u<j such that u^ = ... = un = 0 
are equations defining N.
The proof of this result can be found in [35, Ch. II §3].
We use the notion of a transversal intersection of 
subvarieties - a definition can be found in [35, Ch. II §2.1] 
A divisor D on a smooth variety M is said to have normal 
crossings if the components of its support 
Supp D are transverse. Equivalent to this is the
condition that on each open subset U of some open cover of 
M there are local parameters u^,...,u^ such that u* = 0 is
a local equation for Supp D.
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3. Poincarg residue
The Poincarg residue homomorphism is a generalization 
to higher dimension of the Cauchy residue of a contour 
integral in the theory of functions of a single complex 
variable. In the latter theory one takes, for instance, 
a function f(z) with a simple pole at the origin and 
applies to it the operator dz where C is a circular 
path around the origin. The conclusion is that
g(O) 2tt/=T = [ f(z) dz 'C
where g(z) = zf(z).
In defining the Poincard residue, we make a number of 
changes:
the definition will be purely algebraic 
we will 'integrate' a differential form w, 
not a function, which is of top degree 
the differential w will have a simple pole 
along a subvariety X of codimension one 
the residue will be a differential form of 
top degree on X.
The definition will first be made in a special case 
and then extended.
Theorem 4 . Suppose that X c u is a non-singular sub- 
variety of the smooth variety U. Suppose also that f = 0 
is a local equation for X and that w is a simple differential 
of top degree such that fu is regular on M.
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Consider the equation
w  = M  a n . (2 )
Then (i) All solutions to (2) have the same restriction 
to X.
(ii) The equation (2) has a solution.
Definition. The restriction to X of a solution q of 
(2) is called the Poincaré residue Res(w) of w on X.
Theorem 4 (Cont.)
(iii) Res(w) is Kahler on X
(iv) Res(w) depends only on X and w.
Proof. (i) If q and q' are two solutions then their 
difference n will satisfy the equation df a q « 0. As X 
is non-singular there is, at least locally, a system 
of local parameters for U such that u^ = f . 
Clearly, q necessarily lies in the ideal of the Grassmann 
algebra generated by df. So the restriction of q to X is 
zero.
(ii) Using the above system of local parameters
we can write u as i u df a du_ a ... a du, where to is a f o 2 d o
function regular on U. Then the differential (-1) times 
wo du2 a ... a du^ will satisfy (2). More generally, 
if u^.-.-.u^ are local parameters and df * £ f■ du^ then 
we can solve the equation with the differential
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du. a ... du. ... du, . .»„ c-i----- (-i)1’1 ( 3  )
so long as f. does not vanish on X. As X is non-singular, 
at none of its points do all the f^ vanish.
It is clear from the proof of (ii) that (iii) is 
satisfied.
(iv) The condition on w clearly does not depend 
upon the choice of local equation f for X. Any other 
local equation f' is equal to vf for some regular function 
v not vanishing on X.
We will use the notation of (ii) and formula ( 3) for 
n. The partial derivatives f^ of f satisfy the equation
fi = V  + V fA
while the co-efficient u> satisfieso
0) = 0) Vo o
and so the difference between the two expressions (3) for 
n is that one has
S0/*i = %  y/(vif + vfi^
in the place of u^/f^. But as f vanishes on X, the two 
expressions are equal on X.
We can now conclude the definition. If X c M is a 
irreducible and of codimension one, we can find an open 
subset U of M on which X is non-singular. If we use U
** *
the theorem that the choice of U is irrelevant. However, ’ 
the argument shows only that Res (to) is Kahler at the 
non-singular points of X.
Definition. A differential to on a variety X is regular 
if it is Kahler at the non-singular points of X.
The next result can be proved by use of local parameters 
to express differentials.
Theorem 5. Suppose that 10 is a rational differential 
of the smooth variety X. Then the set Z of points at which
a) is not KMhler is closed, and each of its components 
has codimension one.
4. Comments
The behaviour of differential forms on a singular space 
is delicate. Already we have the concepts of Kahler, 
regular, and rational.
In Chapter II we introduce two new concepts, those of 
logarithmic and of the first kind. The following inclusions 
exist.
Kahler c logarithmic c first kind c regular c rational
The conditions of Chapter II respect proper birational 
modifications. In other words, if X' •+ X is such then to 
is logarithmic or the first kind on X just in case it 
is on X'.
The same is not true for Kahler and regular.
to obtain a differential Res (to) on X, it is clear from
§3. n on-singular v a r i e t i e s
1. Rational maps
Theorem 1. Suppose that X is a non-singular variety 
and that <í>: X - Pn is a rational map. Then there is a 
set Z of codimension at least two such that <j> is regular 
on X-Z. (The proof appears in [35,Ch.II §3.]] and depends 
upon the fact that in the local rings of X factorization 
is unique. That X maps to Pn is not important.)
Corollary. Suppose that X is non-singular and <J>: X - ■+• Y 
is a rational map and Y is complete. Then Z as above 
exists.
Proof. We may suppose by Chow's lemma that Y c P n. 
Let i|>:X-Z -*■ IPn be given by the theorem. Necessarily, the 
image of tp lies in Y.
2. Birational morphisms
Suppose that \p:X’ -*■ X is a birational morphism. Then 
there are open subsets U' and U of X' and X that are 
isomorphic via <{>. The complement E in X' of the largest 
such U' is called the exceptional locus of X' X.
Suppose that P' is a point of X' and that P = <t>(P') is 
the corresponding point of X. Always, the local ring of 
P is contained in that of P'. Moreover, P' is in E just 
in case these rings are unequal. Thus, E consists of all 
points P' of X' such that the rational map <{> *:X - X' 
is not defined at P.
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Theorem 2. Suppose that <t>:X' -*• X is a birational 
map and X is non-singular. Then E is a union of irreducible 
subvarieties of codimension one, and <KE) has dimension 
two or more. In other words, E is contracted by <p.
Proof. Suppose that P' e E and P = <f>(P'). As the 
local rings of P and P' are different, we can find a 
function f regular at P b u t  not at P. Moreover, we can 
insist that f(P')= 0. But the map is birational so 
f = g/h for functions g and h regular at P. Because P 
is a simple point we can choose g and h so that the 
varieties V(g) and V(h) have no components in common.
Now consider the equations g = h = 0. On X they define 
a subvariety of codimension two. But on X', fh = g and 
so they define a subvariety of codimension one. This 
concludes the proof.
We do not need to assume that X is non-singular. It 
is enough that every element f of k(X) have a power f 
such that fr = g/h for functions g and h regular at P for 
which the subvarieties V(g) and V(h) have no components 
in common. This is true iff the local class group at 
every point P of X is a torsion group. Equivalently, if 
every Weil divisor has a multiple which is locally principal. 
The theorem is thus valid under this weaker hypothesis.
This result tells us something about small resolutions 
(Chapter II §1.2) and the like.
If X is non-singular then more can be said.
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3. Monoidal transformations
The simplest method of obtaining a birational morphism 
with an exceptional locus is to perform what is known as a 
monoidal transformation. It is also known as blowing up
[16], [32] and as the o-process [35]. Twice (p34, 70) we 
use the more general Proj construction C16, II$73. 
Definition. Suppose that u^,...,u are part of a
system of local parameters on a smooth affine variety M
and that the equations u. = . . . = u = 0  define an1 n
irreducible non-empty subvariety D. The monoidal trans­
formation M' -*• M centered at D is the variety obtained by 
patching together the affine varieties whose co-ordinate 
rings are provided by the equation
k[NH] = kiMHuj/u^ . . . »%/u^
along their common open subsets .
The properties of this construction are discussed in 
[35, Ch. VI §2.2]. Firstly, the construction of M' M 
depends only upon D, and not at all on the choice of the 
u^. However, D must be non-singular if we are to find 
such u^. Thus, given a non-singular D c M we can find 
an open cover of M such that on each open set U there 
are local parameters u^,...,un defining D. Each open set 
has associated to the modifications in, which can be 
patched to give U'. Then the U' themselves can be patched 
together to give the desired modification M' -*■ M. As
before, this is called the monoidal transformation of M 
along D, and does not depend upon the choices made for 
the cover and the local parameters.
Abstract varieties were introduced into algebraic 
geometry by Weil [42] so that he could perform constructions 
without the cumbersome necessity of first embedding all 
varieties into projective space of sufficiently high 
dimension. He wished to be able to construct abelian 
varieties. He later showed that all abelian varieties 
are indeed projective [16, p.105]. It is in fact true 
that if M is projective then so is M'. The easiest way 
to obtain this result is to use the cohomology theory of 
coherent sheaves [41].
The reader will appreciate that an explicit description
of a sequence of monoidal transformations can become most
complicated. The theory of toral modifications, say of
a normal crossings divisor D on M, is an elegant solution
to the problem of explicit description. The reader will
see in Chapter III §2.4 that the local definition of such
modifications generalizes that of a monoidal transformation.transformationSuppose that a:M' -*■ M is a monoidal whose center
is D. The fiber a-1(D) has codimension one. It is in fact 
a projective space bundle over D [35,loc cit] and the 
varieties M' - a '*'(D) and M-D are isomorphic. If D is
already of codimension one then M' equals M.
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Differential forms have their own distinct law of
transformation under a monoidal transformation. For
<x'2 2example suppose that A -*■ A is the monoidal trans-
2formation centered at a point P. If k[x,y] is k[A ]
^ 2and the equations x = y = 0 define P then A has an 
affine cover, to which are associated the co-ordinate 
rings
k[x,u] k[v,y]
subject to the equations
xu = y uv = 1 yv = x
and the exceptional divisor E has equation 
x = 0 y = 0
on the open sets of the cover.
2 2The differential dx a dy is a generator for n [A ] .
As a differential of k[x,u] it undergoes the transformation
dx a dy = dx a d(xu)
= dx a (xdu + udx)
= x dx a du
which vanishes along E.
The preceding observation is a simple point. We 
will, in Chapter II, use a generalization to obtain results 
concerning the resolution of singular points. In Chapter 
III we use the same ideas to study some sequences of 
monoidal transformations.
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§4. PLACES
1. Definition and examples
It f is a non-zero function regular on an algebraic 
variety X then the closed subset V(f) defined by the 
vanishing of f is the union of a finite number of sub- 
varieties whose codimension is one. Conversely, given an 
irreducible subvariety D c X of codimension one, we can 
compute the order of vanishing of a regular function f 
along D [35, Ch. III.§1.1]. This we do under the assump­
tion that X is nonsingular.
By choosing a suitable affine open subset U of X we 
may assume that D is defined by a single equation t = 0. 
Suppose that the function f is regular on U. Then the 
order of vanishing of f along D is defined to be the 
largest value of n for which tn divides f. It is denoted 
by vD(f). This order is infinite just in case f is 
identically zero.
It is straightforward to verify that vD(f) depends 
only upon D and f, and not upon the choice of U or t. 
Moreover, because
vD(fg) - vD(f) + vD (g)
for f and g regular on U, we may extend to any rational 
function h = f/g in a unique manner by using the formula
vD( h )  = vd ( f )  " v D t g ) •
If not every point of D is singular, we may suppose 
that D is non-singular by choosing a suitable open subset 
of X.
Definition. A mapping v that assigns to each non-zero 
rational function f e K an integer v(f) is said to be a 
place of K if there is a non-singular model U for K on 
which lies a non-singular codimension one subvariety D 
such that-v(f) is equal to v^Cf) for every f. The integer 
v(f) is called the order (of vanishing) of f along the 
place v, and the pair U,D is called a model for the place.
If K is k(X) we will say that v is a place of X.
Theorem 1. Suppose that v is a place of K.
(i) v(t) = 1 for some t e K
(ii) v(fg) = v(f) + v(g)
(iii) v(f+g) ü min (v(f), v(g)}
(iv) v(f) = 0 for f « k - {0}
(v) v(f) = « iff f = 0.
Then
This result proved in [35, loc. cit]. If v assigns 
an integer v(f) to every element of K in such a manner 
that (i) - (v) are satisfied then v is what is known as 
a rank one discrete valuation of K. It seems probable 
that any such valuation is in fact a place. As we will 
not need such a result, I have made no attempt to prove 
it. A somewhat similar result is obtained in [38].
Example 1. Suppose that X is normal and that D is an 
irreducible subvariety of codimension one. As X is
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normal, SingX has codimension two or more and so D is 
not contained in SingX. Write U = X - SingX - SingD.
Then U, D n U is a model for a place that measures 
the order of vanishing along D.
Example 2. Suppose that X is A n
(a) By a theorem of Gauss k[X] is a unique factori­
zation domain and so any codimension one subvariety D is 
defined by a single equation f = 0. If g e k[X] then 
vpCg) is simply the number of times that f divides g.
(b) If we define v(f) to be -deg f for f e k[X] 
then we obtain a place, which corresponds to the hyper­
plane at infinity.of P n.
Example 3. Suppose that K is of transcendence degree one. 
Then there is a unique non-singular complete model X for 
K. The places of K correspond exactly to the points of 
X [35, Ch. II §4.5].
Example 4. Let M' + M be the monoidal transformation of 
2A centered at the origin. Associated to the exceptional 
divisor E is a place vP . If f = E A. . x1 y^  is a poly-c l j
nomial then vP(f) = min {i+j|X..  ^0}.
Example 5. Suppose that M' -► M is a birational regular 
map between two smooth varieties. Then the exceptional 
locus E is a union of irreducible codimension one sub- 
varieties E^. To each E^ corresponds a place v^ .
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2. Place associated to a weight
Suppose that the non-singular irreducible subvariety 
Dq is the transverse intersection of the non-singular 
irreducible hypersurfaces D^,...,D . A place is associated 
to the exceptional divisor E of the monoidal transformation 
centered at DQ. We provide here a generalization of this 
modification. In Chapter III 12.3-2.6 we develop the 
construction introduced here to obtain a generalization 
of the notion of a monoidal transformation.
Definition. A sequence a = ) of positive
integers without a common factor is called a simple weight.
Definition. Suppose that M is affine and that each 
hypersurface D^ is defined by a single equation = 0.
The modification determined by the simple weight a is the 
affine variety -*■ M for which
k[Ma] = k[M] [u11 <*I * 0] 
is the co-ordinate ring.
It is clear that this construction depends only upon 
D^,...,D and a and that moreover it respects localization 
and so it is in fact global. Results will be proved using 
the local form of the construction. The following result 
shows that the definition is sound.
Lemma. The ring ktM^] is finitely generated.
Proof. We can find matrices A and B, all of whose 
entries are integers, which satisfy the equations
AB = BA = identity
and moreover a is the first row of A.
R  A R  A TWe write U = u . Thus U = U = u. The monomial u
is equal to U"* where J = AI. It follows that k[Ma] is
generated over k[M] by those monomials If* for which the
first component j ^ of J is non-negative. This concludes
the proof.
Lemma. M is non-singular.
Proof. We may suppose that u^,...,u , vn+i>’••»vd forms
a system of local parameters on M. We shall show that
Ui»...,U , vn+i>,**>vd forms a system of local parameters
on M . In other words, if f is a regular function on M a » e  a
then the equation
df = l fi dlT + Z fi dvi ( 4)
has a solution, where the functions f ,^ are regular on .
As u. = where J is the jt*1 column of A, we see that J
dUj can be expressed in the form (4). Moreover, if f 
is regular on M then
df * I f± dut + E £± dui
for functions f^ regular on M and so a fortiori regular on 
Ma. Thus df for any f regular on M can be expressed in 
the form ( 4).
Any function f regular on is a sum of products of 
the form fj U1* and so it follows immediately that df can 
be expressed in the form ( 4) .
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We turn now to the geometry of the map ir:Ma M.
We will use D to denote the closed subset of M defined a a
by the equation = 0. As is part of a system of
local parameters, is non-singular. It is clear that
M - D and M - D. u ... u D are isomorphic, for both a a 1 n
varieties have kCMjCu1] as their co-ordinate ring.
From the equation IT^ = u we see that divides u^ 
exactly a^ times in kfM^] and moreover that it ^(D ) is
D .a
Lemma. Da is irreducible.
Proof. There is a natural map <f> from k[DQ] k[u^|al = 0]
to k[Da], It is enough to show that <|> is an isomorphism.
Each element f of k[M ] is a sum of elements of the forma
f G + U.H where f e k[M] and G e ktu^ial = 0] and H e k[M ] o l  o 1 a
Thus, the residue of f in k[D ] is a sum of elements of 
the form <J>(f' ® G) where f' is the residue of fQ in k[DQ] 
and so <)> is onto.
As the two rings have the same dimension, the kernel 
of <)> must be zero and so $ is an isomorphism.
Definition. The place for which M , D is a model is 
called the piace associated, to the simple weight a, and it 
will be denoted by va . Clearly, v^Cu*) = ol.
If a = (a^,...,a ) is a sequence of non-negative 
integers without common factor, we will call it also a 
simple weight. By , D^, and we will mean the result 
of applying the construction already defined to the weight a
obtained by omitting those that are zero from a, and
those D. for which a. is zero from D,,...,D .l l 1 ’ ’ n
3. Center of a place
We can associate to each place v of k(X) a possibly 
empty subvariety D of X. But before we can do this we 
need a result concerning models.
Theorem 2. Suppose that IK, i * 1,2 are two model
for this place v. Then the open subset of on which 
the rational map - -*-U2 is regular is also a model for v 
Moverover, and U2 contain isomorphic open subsets IK 
that are models for v.
Proof. We can suppose that U2 is affine and that 
U 2 c Pn is a projective completion. The rational map 
()): U-j^ - -*-02 is regular away from a closed subset Z of 
codimension two and so Uj - Z is a model for v.
We will next show that is not contained in
U2 - U2. If it were then we could find a linear rational 
function f on P n which vanishes on an open dense subset 
of <)>(D^ ) but not on any such subset of D2< From this it 
would follow that (f) > 0 and (f) = 0. But IK, 
were assumed to be models for the same place v. This
shows that is a model for v.
a.Now let U-^ be the open subset of obtained by 
removing from U| the exceptional divisor E of Uj + U2,
If were a component of E then there would be a function
f regular on U2 that was zero on (KD^D but not on But
a.this is not possible. As U-^ -*■ U2 is an isomorphism onto 
its image, we have found suitable isomorphic open subsets.
The reader is asked to verify that the definition 
following does not depend upon the model chosen by using 
the preceding theorem.
Definition. Suppose that v is a place of k(X) and 
that U, D is a model for v.
If the rational map <J>: U - ■+■ X is regular at no point 
of D we say that v is an infinite place of X. Otherwise 
we say that v is finite. The closure Dv of <{>(D) is called 
the center of v on X. If Dy has codimension two or more 
we say that v is an exceptional place. If has codimension 
one and is not contained in SingX then U = X - SingX - SingD^ 
is a model for v. (see below). We will in this case say 
that v is a common place of X, or that N) appears on X (as 
the place associated to a codimension one subvariety). If 
X' X is a birational modification such that the place v 
appears on X', we say that X ' -*■ X realizes v (as the place 
associated etc.).
Theorem 3. Suppose that v appears on X, and that D 
is its center. Then v is equal to the place vD associated 
to D.
Proof. We can suppose that X is non-singular. We can 
find a moddl U -*• X for v whose exceptional locus E has no
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components other than D^. But cannot be exceptional
as its dimension is equal to that of its image D. Thus,
U is an isomorphism onto its image and the result is 
proven.
Example 1. Suppose that X is normal. Then every place 
is either exceptional, common, or infinite.
Example 2. Suppose that D is an irreducible subvariety of 
X. Let <t>:X' + X be the modification obtained by first 
removing SingD from X then monoidally transforming along 
the remaining points of D and, finally, normalizing the 
resulting variety. The reader is asked to verify that 
every component E of i  ^(D) has codimension one and the 
associated place Vg has center D. Thus, any irreducible 
subvariety in the center of some place.
Example 3. The place defined in §4.2 is finite and
has center D .o
Theorem 4. (We use the notation of §4.2). Suppose
that v is a finite place of M. Write a' = (v(D^),...,v(Dn)).
Suppose a' f 0 and use a to denote the simple weight that
satisfies na = oc for some positive integer n. Then v is
a finite place of M .v a
Proof. We may suppose that M is affine and thatsmoothhas equation = 0. We can find a modification U + M on 
which v appears and for which is the only component of 
the exceptional locus. The reader is asked to verify that 
every function regular on is regular on U. It then 
follows that the rational map U -*• M^is regular and so v is
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a finite place of M .
Definition. Suppose that v is a finite place of X
and Y is a subvariety of X. The smallest value of v(f)
as f ranges over the rational functions of X regular atthat vanish along Ysome point of and some point of Y is called the order
of Y along v and is denoted by v(Y). This quantity is 
non-negative, and is positive iff c Y.
We will prove a result that characterizes complete 
varieties and proper birational maps in terms of finite 
places .
Theorem 5. (a) A birational morphism X' + X is
proper iff X and X' have the same finite places.
(b) A variety X is complete iff every 
place of k(X) is finite.
Proof. We will use Chow's Lemma to reduce the result 
to the quasiprojective case.
(a) Suppose that X' ■* X is a proper birational morphism, 
and that v is a finite place of X. Then there is a map 
<t>: U -*■ X where U is a model for v. Let T be the graph of 
<t> in U x X and let T' be the closure of the graph of 
<t>• : U - X'. As X' + X was assumed to be proper the map 
r' -*• r induced by U x X' U x X is surjective. The graph 
T is isomorphic to U, which is non-singular, and so we may 
apply [35,p265]to conclude that the rational map T - -*■ T' 
is defined away from a subvariety Z of codimension two or 
more. Thus, the composite map U - ^ r - ^ r ' - ^ X '  shows that 
v is a finite place of X'. That every finite place of X'
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is a finite place of X is trivial.
If X' ■+■ X is a not necessarily proper modification, 
we apply Chow's Lemma. There is a proper modification 
X" -*■ X' and a projective modification X" ■+■ X such that 
X" is an open subset of X", all varieties being birationally 
isomorphic. Moreover, X' + X is proper just in case X" 
is equal to X".
From the preceding argument we see that X" and X' have 
the same collection of finite places, and similarly for X" 
and X. It is clear that X" and X" have the same collection 
of finite places iff they are equal.
(b) By Chow's Lemma there is a proper modification 
X' X and a projective variety X' such that X' is an 
open subset of X', and moreover X' and X' are equal iff 
X is complete. By part (a), X and X' have the same 
collection of finite places. By S3.1,1hl, every rational 
map U -*■ X' is defined away from a set Z of codimension 
two or more, if U is smooth. So every place of k(X) is 
finite on k(X'). As before, X' and X' have the same 
collection of finite places just in case they are equal.
4. Discrepancy and realization
We introduce some definitions concerning the geometry 
and algebra of a model for a place. We then introduce a 
quantity which is a measure of how far a finite place is 
from appearing, and use it to prove a result concerning 
the realization of a finite place.
A function f is said to be regular along the place v 
if v(f) is non-negative. It is easily seen that f is 
regular along v iff every model U for v contains an open 
subset U', also a model for v, on which f is regular. If 
v(t) = 1 then there is a model U, D for v, for which t = 0 
is the equation of D. Accordingly, we will say that t is 
a local equation for v if v(t) = 1.
The functions u. ,...,u, are said to be local parameters 
for v if there is a model U, D for which u^ = 0 is the 
equation of D and u^,...,u^ is a system of local parameters 
on U.
The reader is asked to verify that forms a
system of local parameters for v just in case v(u^) = 1, 
v(u^) = 0 i a 2, and du1,...,dUj is a basis for ft'(K).
Now suppose that uj is a simple differential of top 
degree and that u^,...,u^ is a system of local parameters 
for v. The equation
CO = CO du. A ... A du o 1 n
has a unique solution for wQ a rational function. The 
reader is asked to check that the quantity v(wQ) does not 
depend upon the choice of local parameters. It is called 
the order of vanishing of oo along v and is denoted by v(u>). 
It is immediate that v(fcu) = v(f) + v(w) .
Definition. Suppose that v is a finite place of X.
The smallest value of v(w) as u> varies over all simple
differentials of top degree KShler at some point P of 
Dv is called the discrepancy of v over X. We will denote 
this number by disx(v). It is never negative.
Example 1. If X is non-singular and u^,...,u^ are local 
parameters on X then dis^Cv) is equal to v(du^ a ... a du^).
Example 2. Suppose that v is the place associated to the 
exceptional divisor of a monoidal transformation M ' ■* M 
whose center D has codimension c. Then dis^Cv) = c-1, a 
result that is easily seen by describing M' in terms of 
suitable local parameters on M.
2Example 3. Suppose that X <= A  is defined by the equation
2 3 1 2 3 2x = y . The map 4> :A -*■ A , t -► (t ,t ) provides a
resolution. Let v be the place whose center is the origin.
Then it is enough to calculate v(dx') and v(dy’) where
x' is the residue of x on X etc. As 4>*(x) = t3,
<J>*(dx') = 3t2dt. Similarly <j>*(dy') = 2t dt. Thus, dis^Cv)
is one, unless the characteristic is two, in which case
it too is two.
2 2 2 3Example 4. If X c A  is the curve defined by x = y + x
and the characteristic is unequal to two then both of the
two places centered at the origin have discrepancy zero.
(If the characteristic is two then the curve is isomorphic
to that of the previous example).
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Notation
Suppose that M is non-singular and that v is a finite 
place. For the next few pages we will use M' + H to denote 
the birational modification of M obtained by first removing 
Sing and then monoidally transforming along the remaining 
points of D^. As M' ■» M - Sing D^is projective, v is a 
finite place of M'. Moreover, M = M' just in case M is a 
model for v. We will use to denote the n-fold iterate
of this process.
Theorem 6. disM ,(v) s disM(v) - cd(D^) + 1.
Proof. We can suppose that is non-singular and 
that on M we have local parameters u^,...,u^ such that 
u^ = ... un = 0 are the equations defining D^, where 
n = cd(D^). We can also suppose that v is finite on the 
open subset of M'. The functions
ul> V U1....Un/Ul’ Un+1.... Ud c5)
are local parameters on and the exceptional divisor E 
has equation u^ = 0.
The differential w = du.^  a ... a du^ written in terms 
of the local parameters ( 5) is where
a)' = d u ^  a d C ^ / u - ^ j  a ... d ( u n / U j )  a d u n + -^ ... a du^.
As the center of v on M' is contained in E we see that 
v(u^)  ^ 1. Because dis^fv) = v(m') the result follows.
\
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Corollary 1. The place v appears on M iff 
disM (v) = 0.
Proof. If v appears then the discrepancy is zero.
If v does not appear then cd(D^) is two or more. As 
diSj^ ,(v) is non-negative the result follows.
Corollary 2. dis^,(v) < d i s ^ ( v )  unless v appears on M.
Theorem 7. Suppose that v is a finite place of the 
smooth variety M. If n = disM(v) + 1 then M*-n  ^ is a model 
for v. Moreover, if m > n then M^n-* and are isomorphic.
Proof. The second assertion is an immediate consequence
of the first. As dis^ -Cv) > dis M .(v) > ... until v appears,M M V 1 j
the place v must appear on . Then is a model.
Definition. Suppose that v is a finite place of the 
smooth variety M. Then the modification -*■ M, for n
large, enough is called the modification of M determined 
by v, and it is denoted by M. It is a realization
of v as a finite place of M.
5. Comments
Dedekind and Weber gave an algebraic treatment of 
results of Riemann on algebraic curves [8, p.58-73]. In 
doing this they used methods developed by Kummer in his 
work on algebraic numbers. They also introduced the notion
of a place of an algebraic curve. This concept is a
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special case of the more general concept of a valuation 
of a field - a concept useful not only in algebraic 
geometry [38] but also in the study of algebraic numbers
[34] and of ideals in commutative rings [25].
In the introductory texts by Lefschetz [29] and 
Walker [36] the term place was used to mean a formal 
analytic parameterization of an algebraic curve, subject 
to a suitable notion of equivalence. As such, the notion 
was linked to the theory of Puiseux expansions and Newton's 
polygon.
Zariski used the general notion of a valuation in 
his work on local uniformization and resolution of 
singularities [40]. It is noteworthy that such an 
application of the general concept was contrary to Krull's 
expectations - see Zariski's preface in [40]. Zariski's 
paper [38] on local uniformization contains, inter alia, 
a clear outline of the general theory of valuations.
Lang, in his introduction text [27], uses the word 
place to stand for a concept equivalent to that of a general 
valuation of a field. Since then the term has passed into 
disuse. For example, it is not used in the introductory 
texts of Hartshorne [16], Mumford [32], and Shafarevich
[16]. That Hironaka had in the intervening years proved 
resolution of singularities (in characteristic zero) [17] 
explains this, at least in part. Hironaka's proof involved 
a complicated net of inductions, and extensive use of 
concepts in local algebra. As a consequence, Zariski's
d
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earlier work in this area and the methods that he used 
were thought of as being of less interest.
The concept of place that I have introduced is, in 
the language of the general theory of valuations, a rank 
one discrete valuation associated to a codimension one 
subvariety of a non-singular model of the field in question. 
Such valuations enjoy many useful and interesting geometric 
properties and so deserve a shorter title. I feel that it 
is proper to retrieve the word place to describe these 
valuations.
The application of either a place or a valuation v to 
a differential form w does not appear in any of the 
standard references [9], [25], [34]. The word discrepancy 
was first used by Reid [33], to refer to a related concept.
Theorem 7, concerning the realization of a finite place 
of a non-singular variety, is used time and time again in 
the sequel. It would be useful to have a similar result 
for singular varieties.
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CHAPTER II : ORDER AND MINIMAL PLACES
In this chapter we will study the behaviour of dif­
ferential forms co regular at the smooth points of an 
irreducible variety X. When X is singular our main 
concern will be the behaviour of to on birational modi­
fications X' -*■ X and particularly on a resolution of X, 
if such exists. When X is non-singular our main concern 
is with the behaviour of m on completions X of X, 
especially in the case where X is smooth and X - X is a 
normal crossings divisor.
In Chapter I we encountered Kahler and regular 
differentials. In this chapter we introduce additional 
concepts concerning the behaviour of differentials.
§1. DIFFERENTIALS OF THE FIRST KIND
1. Definition and first properties
Definition. A differential one form u> is regular 
along the place v if it is a sum of products of the form 
f dg where both f and g are regular along v. A differen­
tial <d is regular along v if it is a sum of products of 
one forms regular along v.
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Theorem 1. Suppose that v is a finite place of X 
and that the differential to is Kahler on X. Then to is 
regular along v.
Proof. We can suppose that X is affine, and that 
to is a sum of products f^dg^ where the functions fj and 
g^  are regular on X. As v is finite the functions are 
regular along v also.
Corollary. Suppose M is smooth and to is regular on M. 
Then to is regular along any finite place of M. If M 
is complete, to is regular along every place v of M.
Proof. As M is smooth, every regular differential 
is Kahler. If M is complete, every place is finite.
The corollary may not hold for singular varieties.
2 3For example, if X is the image of the map 4>(t) = (t ,t )
1 2from /A to /A then the differential dt/t is regular at 
all smooth points of X, but not at the origin of /A1.
Suppose that U is a model for the place v and that 
U|,...,u^  forms a system of local parameters. Every 
differential one form u> has a unique representation 
to ■ 2  Ujdu..
Theorem 2. The differential to = S  to^da is regular 
along v just in case the co-efficients to^ are regular 
along v.
Proof. Clearly, if the co-efficients are regular 
along v then so is to.
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Conversely, suppose £ and g are regular along v.
Then the open subset U' of U obtained by removing from 
U the polar locus of g is also a model for v. As the 
function g is regular on U', in the expansion 
dg = Z) g^du^ the partial derivatives g^  are regular 
along on U' . And so when we write f dg as S  du^ , 
the co-efficients are regular along v.
Corollary 1. The differential u> = Z! ooj duj is regular 
along v just in case the co-efficients m-j. are regular 
along v.
Corollary 2. The differential u> is regular along v just 
in case the open subset U' of U obtained by removing 
from U the points at which oi is not regular is still a 
model for v .
Corollary 5. The differential ui is regular on X just 
in case it is regular along every place v appearing on 
X.
Proof. We can assume that X is non-singular.
Suppose co is not regular. By Theorem 5 of Ch. 1, §2.3 
the points at which co is not regular forms a divisor.
Let D be a component of this divisor and v the associated 
place. If oj were regular along v then by Corollary 2 
it would be regular at some points of D.
The converse follows from the corollary to Theorem 1.
Corollary 4. Suppose that M is a non-singular complete 
model for the field K and that M' is some other model. 
Every differential regular co on M is regular on M'.
\
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Proof. By Corollary 3 we need only show that u> is 
regular along all places appearing on M'. But this 
follows from the corollary to Theorem 1.
Definition, 
to be everywhere 
place v of K.
A differential w of the 
regular if it is regular
field K is said 
along every
Corollary 5. If the differential to is regular on a non- 
singular complete model M of K, then it is everywhere 
regular.
The product to 0 co' of two differentials to and to' of 
top degree, with to r-fold and to' r'-fold, is a r + r' 
fold differential of top degree. If to and to' are every­
where regular then so is to 0 to' . Thus the everywhere 
regular differentials of top degree form a ring, which is 
called the canonical ring of the field K. This ring, 
whose dimension is at most one more than that of K, is 
very important in the classification of
varieties up to birational isomorphism. If K has dim­
ension one or two, the canonical ring is finitely 
generated [39], In higher dimensions the question 
is unanswered.
Abel first defined such differentials in his studies 
of integrals J* g dx where the integrand g dx is a rational 
function of x and y and where y is given implicitly as a 
function of x by a polynomial equation f(x,y) = 0. For
— 2----example, f / x + 1 dx. If f g dx satisfied certain 
conditions, he said that it was the first kind. In our 
terminology, the differential g dx is an everywhere
regular differential of the field of rational
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functions associated to the curve X defined by f(x,y) = 0. 
Abel showed that the space of such differentials was of 
finite dimension. This dimension is the geometric 
genus of X. A modern exposition of Abel's work is 
contained in [14].
Definition. A finite place v of the variety X is 
said to be singular if its center is contained in the 
singular locus of X.
A differential oj , regular on X, is said to be of 
the first kind if it is regular along all singular places 
of X.
If M is non-singular then it has no singular places 
and so oj is of the first kind iff it is regular on M.
In this case, co is then regular along any finite place 
v of M. Now suppose that X is singular. If the dif­
ferential co is of the first kind and v is a finite place 
of X then either v is singular, in which case u is regular 
along v; or v is a finite place of the smooth locus of X. 
The differential w is regular on this locus, by assump­
tion, and so again, ui is regular along v. This proves 
part of the next result. The remainder follows immedi­
ately from Theorem 2, Corollary 3.
Theorem 3. The differential w is of the first kind 
on X iff it is regular along every finite place of X.
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Corollary. Suppose X is complete. Then the differen­
tial to is of the first kind iff it is everywhere 
regular.
Even though the variety X may have no differentials 
that are everywhere regular, on affine varieties there 
are many differentials of the first kind. For example, 
if the functions f and g are regular on X then f dg is of 
the first kind. More generally, any differential <o 
Kahler on X is of the first kind. However, the follow­
ing example shows that not every differential of the 
first kind is Kahler on X.
Suppose that X be the plane curve defined by the 
2 3equation y = x . It has a birational parametrization
2 3x = t and y = t . The differential dt is of the first 
kind but is not Kahler on X.
Theorem 4. Suppose X' -*■ X is a resolution of X.
Then the differential co is of the first kind iff it is 
regular on X'.
Proof. If co is of the first kind it is regular 
along every finite place of X. As every place appearing 
in X' is finite, <o is regular on X'.
Conversely, suppose co is regular on X'. As X' + X 
is proper, any finite place v of X is a finite place of 
X'. As X' is non-singular, co is regular along v.
Corollary. Suppose X' -*• X is a resolution whose excep­
tional places are Vj....v^. Then a differential <o regular
on X is of the first kind just in case it is regular 
along the places v^,...,v..
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If the variety X admits a resolution then there is 
a finite collection v^,...,v^ of places such that any 
differential co regular on X which is also regular along 
v^,...,v^ is regular on any other singular place v of X. 
To find such a finite collection of places is a weakened 
form of the problem of resolution of singularities. At 
the end of this section we will associate to X a collec­
tion of places, which is finite if the singularity 
admits a resolution.
2. Small resolutions
The exceptional locus E of a resolution X' -*■ X 
need not be a divisor. An extreme case is where every 
component of E has codimension at least two. In this 
case we say that the exceptional locus of the resolution 
is small. We will given an example of a small 
resolution.
Let (r,s,t,u) be co-ordinates on /A^  and let X be 
defined by the equation rt = su. It is easily seen 
that the origin is the only singular point of X. Now 
suppose that (v:w) are homogeneous co-ordinates for P'*' 
and that X' is the subvariety of x P 1 defined by
the equations vt = wu and vs = wr in addition to 
rt =  su. Let it  be the natural projection from X' to X.
First we show that X' is irreducible and non-
4 1singular. On the portion of /A * p upon which v is 
non-zero, the equations of X' are 
w wt = — • u s - — • r rt = suv v
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and as the third equation is a consequence of the first 
two the result follows. (The case of w non-zero is 
exactly similar.)
If the point P = (r,s,t,u) is a non-singular 
point of X then one of the co-ordinates, say r, is 
non-zero. In this case the point P' = (r,s,t,u) * (r:s) 
is the unique point of it  ^(P) . This shows that X' -*■ X 
is a resolution.
The exceptional locus of tt is (0,0,0,0) x P"*".
Further results concerning small resolutions may be 
found in [28].
3. Order of differentials
We have just seen that a differential co regular on 
X must satisfy additional conditions in order to be of 
the first kind, and that if X* -*■ X is a resolution then 
these conditions are finite in number. More exactly, 
it is enough that oj be regular along the exceptional 
places of X'.
Contrarywise, a differential u> regular on X imposes 
conditions that a birational map X' -*■ X must satisfy if 
it is to be a resolution. For example, if uj is not of 
the first kind but is regular on X' then X' is not a 
resolution of X.
The quantity ord (^to), which we are about to define, 
refines the notion of u> being of the first kind. We 
will prove in this section some initial results. In §3 
we will make a deeper study of the properties of this 
quantity.
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Definition. Suppose that v is a place and that to 
is a differential form. The largest value of n for which 
t w is regular along v, where t is a local equation for 
v, is said to be the order of to along v and is denoted 
by v(w).
The differential t ncj is regular along v just in 
case it is regular on some model 0 of v. This shows 
that v(u>) does not depend upon the choice of t, and 
also that v(w) is non-negative iff w is regular along v.
Definition. If to is a differential regular on X 
then the smallest value of v(<u) as v runs through the 
singular places of X, is called the order of u> with 
respect to X and will be denoted by ord^fajj.
If v(w) is without a lower bound we write 
ord^(u) = -» while if X has no singular places we 
write ord^(w) = + «■>.
If the differential cj is regular on X and X' + X is 
a resolution then the behaviour of w on X' is sufficient 
to determine whether or not uj is of the first kind. A 
similar result holds for the order of w. Clearly, ou is 
of the first kind iff ord^ (iii) is non-negative.
Proof. If ord^ (ii)) is negative then g o  is not of the 
first kind and so fails to be regular along some excep­
tional place v of X'.
Now suppose that ord^ (co) is non-negative. Let n 
denote the smallest value of v ' ( g o )  for v* an exceptional 
place of X'. Clearly, n is non-negative. It is enough 
to show that if v is a singular place of X then v(to) n.
If v is a singular place its center on X' lies in 
E. As E was assumed to be a divisor, D lies in some 
component , of E. We can then find an open subset U 
of X upon which v and v' are finite and upon which , 
has local equation t. As v'(to) is at least n, the dif­
ferential t nco is regular on U, and so regular along v.
As is contained in ,, the local equation t 
vanishes on . So v(t) is at least one and 
v ( g o )  = v(tn • t n a > )  is at least n.
Definition. Suppose that the differential g o  is 
regular on X. A singular place v is said to be minimal 
with respect to g o  if the quantities v ( g o )  and ordx(Go) 
are equal.
Corollary. If g o  is of the first kind on X then every 
resolution X' -»■ X whose exceptional locus is a divisor 
contains a minimal place. Unless X is non-singular.
If g o  is of top degree we can prove a stronger result.
4. Essential places
Theorem 6 .  Suppose that g o  is a differential of top 
degree that is of the first kind on X. Then every place 
v minimal with respect to g o  appears in any resolution 
X' -*• X whose exceptional locus E is a divisor.
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Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5, we use n to 
denote the smallest value of v'(co) as v' ranges over the 
exceptional places of X' -*• X. It is enough to show that 
if v is any singular place not appearing on X', then 
v(o>) is strictly greater than n.
As before, the center lies in some component Dy, 
of E. We find an open subset U of X' on which , has
local equation t = 0, and on which v is finite. Then 
the differential t nco is regular on U and v(t) is at 
least one.
As the place v is exceptional on U, its discrepancy 
is strictly positive and so v(t~nco) > 0.
Therefore
v(w) = v(tn ) + v(t nu>) > n.
Definition. A singular place v that appears in every 
resolution X' X whose exceptional locus is a divisor is 
essential to the resolution of the singular locus of X 
to a divisor, or more briefly, essential to the resolu­
tion of X.
If Sing X does not admit a resolution to a divisor 
then every singular place is essential.
Suppose X and w are as in the theorem.
Corollary 1. Every minimal place is essential.
Corollary 2. If X admits a resolution X' -*• X then the 
number of minimal places is finite.
Proof. If the exceptional locus E of X' is a divisor 
then the result is immediate. Otherwise, the result 
follows by using the sequence of modifications of X' 
determined by a singular place v.
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The argument used in the proof of the theorem shows 
that if v is minimal then it is realized by performing 
just one monoidal transformation on a subset U of X'.
It is now enough to prove the next result.
Lemma. Suppose that U is smooth and that D' c D are two 
irreducible subvarieties, and that v' and v are the places 
realized by monoidal transforming at the smooth locus of 
D and D' respectively. Suppose in addition that u is a 
differential of top degree regular on U.
Then v (oj) < v'(oo) unless D is equal to D'.
Proof. Let I be the ideal of D and J the ideal of 
all regular functions whose divisor on U is at least as 
large as that of w. Suppose n is the largest integer 
such that In ci J. A computation in local parameters will 
show that v(oo) = n + dis^Cv).
A similar result holds for D' and so the result 
follows.
It is not convenient to give examples for this theorem 
here. In Chapter 3 we will introduce some constructions 
that enable us to give an explicit description of the 
resolution of certain singularities. In Ch. 3 §4 we will 
give some examples.
In this section we assumed that oj was a differential 
regular on a possibly singular variety, and we then 
examined the behaviour of u on birational modifications 
X' -*■ X. Much of the results remain true if instead we 
assume gj to be regular on a smooth variety M and then 
studied its behaviour on completions and partial comple­
tions M.
Of course, to insist that u> be regular on M and 
every completion M is to insist that w be everywhere 
regular. Such differentials may not exist. For example, 
if M is birational to P n, no such forms exist whereas 
in studying singularities we can suppose that X is 
affine, in which the Kahler differentials are of the 
first kind.
In the next section we consider a class of dif­
ferentials which seem to be more appropriate to the study 
of completions of smooth varieties.
It is well known that curves have a unique resolution. 
It follows from the factorization theorem for birational 
maps between surfaces [35, Ch IV §3.4] that surface 
singularities have a minimal resolution. Thus, every 
place appearing on the minimal resolution is essential.
The first result concerning essential places in higher 
dimension is due to Reid [33, Lemma 2.3].
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§2. LOGARITHMIC DIFFERENTIALS
1. Definition and examples
Suppose that f is a differentiable function.
According to the chain rule, the derivative of the com­
posite function £n(f) is df/f. This derivative is a 
measure of the rate of change of f, as compared to the 
magnitude of f itself. (Growth is exponential when this 
derivative is constant.)
Even though the logarithm function does not exist 
for arbitrary fields, it is still possible to define the 
logarithmic derivative.
Definition. If f is a non-zero element of the field 
K, the differential form df/f is the logarithmic derivative 
of f.
Example 1. It is characteristic of differentiation that 
d(fg) = f dg + gdf. If both sides are divided by fg the 
equation
dCfgi = df + d£ 
fg f g
is obtained. Thus, the logarithmic derivative of a 
product is the sum of the logarithmic derivatives of the 
factors.
Example 2. The logarithmic derivative of fn is the 
logarithmic derivative of f, multiplied by n.
Example 3. Suppose that both f and f  ^ are regular on X. 
Then the logarithmic derivative df/f is regular on X.
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Example 4. Suppose f = ugn where u, u"1 and g are 
regular on X. Then
df du . dg£ u g
which is not regular along the zero locus of g, unless 
the characteristic divides n.
Example 5. If g and h multiply to give one, their 
logarithmic derivatives add to give zero.
Definition. A differential one form to is logarithmic 
along the place v if it can be expressed as a sum of 
products of the type fdg/g with f regular along v.
Example. Suppose that the differential one form to is 
regular along v. We can express to as a sum of products 
of type f dg with both f and g regular along v. As f dg 
is equal to fg(dg/g) we see that to is logarithmic along v.
Theorem 1. Suppose that u^,...,u^ are local para­
meters for a model U of v, and that <o is a differential 
one form. Then
(i) to has a unique representation
du.
“  = £  “ i. - ¡ r -  ( 1 )i
(ii) to is logarithmic along v just in case all the 
co-efficients to^ are regular along v.
Proof. Part (i) is merely a reformulation of Ch. 1
52.1, Theorem 1 .
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Proof. The co-efficients oo^ in ( 1 ) are regular 
along v because t o  is logarithmic. They are regular on 
U - because t o is regular. Being regular along every 
place appearing on U, the co-efficients are regular on 
U. As v' is finite, the co-efficients are regular on 
v '  also. Now a) is patently logarithmic along v ' .
Definition. A differential to is logarithmic along v  
if it is a sum of products of differential one forms log­
arithmic along v .
Corollary 3. The differential t o = £  t O j  du^/u* is loga­
rithmic along v  iff the co-efficients <0j are regular 
along v .
Corollary 4. The differential to = S  t O j  du^ is logarithmic 
along v  iff the order of the pole possessed by t o ^  is not 
larger than the number of times du^ occurs in dUj.
In particular, an r-fold differential t o of top degree 
is logarithmic along v iff v ( t o )  >_ -r.
2. Logarithmic at infinity
For a differential form t o to be regular along every 
finite place of a smooth variety M it is enough that it 
be regular along every place that appears on M. If we 
insist only that to be logarithmic the situation is some­
what different. Consider, for example, the differential
2two-form t o = dx a dy/xy(x + y) on the plane UK . It is
regular and so logarithmic along every place appearing 
2on UK except the co-ordinate axes and the line x + y = 0.
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Along the x axis we write uj as x  ^ ^^  ^  a ^  and
as (x + y) is a unit along the place v corresponding to 
the x axis to is logarithmic along v. The same represen­
tation of w shows that it is logarithmic along the 
y axis. To show that w is regular along (x + y) = 0
we write u as d A dyx x + y y
Now suppose that Vg is the place that is realized by 
making a monoidal transformation centered at the origin.
We have seen that Vg(dx a dy) = 1. Clearly 
Vg(x) = Vg(y) = Vg(x + y) =1. And so Vg(w) = 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 
-2. According to Theorem 1, Corollary 4, u) is not loga­
rithmic along Vg.
The difficulties presented by this example do not 
arise if we suppose that the locus along which w is not 
regular is a normal crossings divisor.
Theorem 2. Suppose that D is a normal crossings 
divisor on a smooth variety M and that the differential 
form a) is regular on M - D and logarithmic along the 
places associated to D. Then <u is logarithmic along 
any finite place v of M.
Proof. The differential form to has a unique representation 
dulw = S  uij — t- . As u) is regular on M - D, the co-efficients uWj are regular on M - D. The differential oj was assumed 
logarithmic along each component of D and so by 
Theorem 1 the co-efficients Uj are regular along the 
places v^  associated to the . The functions co j. being
'I
regular along every place appearing on M, are regular on 
M itself. As v is a finite place of M the co-efficients 
are regular along v. Now w is clearly logarithmic along 
v.
Definition. A differential w regular on a smooth 
variety M is logarithmic at infinity if it is logarithmic 
along every infinite place of M.
Corollary. Suppose M is a smooth completion of M such 
that D = M - M is a normal crossings divisor. A dif­
ferential cj regular on M is logarithmic at infinity iff 
it is logarithmic along the places associated to D.
3. A computation of discrepancy
We introduced, in Chapter I, §4. , a place
associated to a connected transverse intersection
n . . .  n Dn of divisors and a sequence a = (a^....an)
of positive integers. It is now convenient to compute 
the discrepancy of v .
Theorem 3. dis^(v ] = £  * 1.
Proof. We will conserve the notation of Chapter I,
§ 4.2 We have local parameters u^,...,un, v ^....»Vj 
on M and local parameters U^,...,Un , vn+i ’' ' ' ’ vd on • 
The parameters u and U are related by the equations
B .. ,,Au = U U = u
where the matrix A has determinant ±1, its first row is 
a, and B is the inverse of A.
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It follows that
yjth column of A
j
and so by the properties of the logarithmic derivative
4. Comments
The recent study of logarithmic differential forms 
was initiated by Deligne, in his extension of Hodge theory 
to singular and non-complete algebraic varieties X. To 
do this he used differentials w having a local expression
dzI
2 * 1 1 7
on some fixed completion or resolution X', the co-effi­
cients tOj being c ” .
Whether or not a differential 10 regular on X has 
such an expression on X' depends, in general, upon the 
choice of X'. By using Hironaka's results concerning 
the resolution of complex algebraic varieties, Deligne
whence
duI I
u U
by the properties of the Grassman algebra. 
It now follows that
duI dvA Vu
and so = v(u*) vCU1) which is equal to S  - 1.
was able to show that the differentials w induce a 
structure, which he called mixed Hodge structure, on the 
cohomology of X, which does not depend upon the choice 
of X' .
Iitaka showed that if the co-efficients coj are 
holomorphic functions then w being of the required type 
does not depend upon the choice of X'. (These differ­
entials are called logarithmic in this section). His 
argument again depended upon Hironaka's results and so 
was valid only in characteristic zero. Later, D. Wright 
realized that a modification of the argument would work 
in finite characteristic. This appears in the paper [21] of 
Kambayashi, and provides an alternative proof of 
Theorem 2.
Miyanishi and others have developed a classification 
theory for non-complete algebraic varieties that is 
parallel to that of Enriques and Kodaira for complete 
surfaces. The theory is a classification up to proper 
birational morphisms, and logarithmic differential forms 
take the place of regular differentials.
The cancellation problem of Zariski asks if the
algebraic variety X satisfies A  x X ”= (A x /A then
2must X be isomorphic to A 4-. Kambayashi, Fujita and 
others have used the theory of logarithmic differentials 
to solve this and related problems.
For further information, the reader is advised to 
consult the appropriate references in the bibliography.
§3. ORDER
1. Definition
Suppose that the differential form w is regular 
on the singular algebraic variety X. We are con­
cerned to investigate the behavior of w along the 
singular places of X. Already we have defined the 
order ord(w) as the smallest value of v(u) as v 
varies over all singular places. We will make a 
similar definition for logarithmic differentials.
Definition. Suppose that u is a differential 
form and that t is a local equation for the place v.
The largest value of n for which t"nu> is logarithmic 
along v is called the logarithmic order of u> along v 
and is denoted by v(u; log).
It is clear that the definition does not depend 
upon the choice of t. Also clear, as regular forms 
are ] ogarithmic, is that v(w) <_v(w; log).
Theorem 1. Suppose that u^, ..., u^ are local 
parameters for a model of the place v. Then the 
order of the differential £u)jduj and the logarithmic 
order ofSw^du^/u^ are the same. The common value is 
the smallest of the numbers v(iOj).
Proof. The differentials are respectively 
regular and logarithmic along v just in case the co­
efficient functions oij are. (§1.1 Theorem 2, Corollary 1 
and §2.1 Theorem 1, Corollary 2.)
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Corollary. If to is a differential of type (r^,...,r ) 
then the inequality
v(<o) <_ v (to; log) <_ v(to) + s
holds. Moreover, if id is r-fold and of top degree 
then v(to; log) = v(to) + r.
Example. Suppose that u and v are local parameters 
on a surface and that v is the place associated to 
the curve u = 0. Then
v(u) = 1 V ( v )  = 0
v (du) = 0 v (dv) = 0
v(du; log) v(dv; log) = 0
v(duAdv) = 0 v(duAdv; log) = 1
The regular order of a differential has the use­
ful property that, for any given differential to and 
any given model X the equation v(to) = 0 holds for 
all but a finite number of the places v appearing 
on X. Logarithmic order does not have the correspon­
ding property.
If, preserving the notation of the previous 
example, vc denotes the place associated to the curve 
u - c = 0 then
du = (u - c) d Cu ~ c) (u - c)
for any constant c and so vc(du; log) = 1.
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However, when associated already to any model 
there is already a finite collection of places that 
are special then logarithmic order has sharper prop­
erties than regular order. This occurs primarily in 
studying completions and resolutions, in which case 
the special places are those at infinity and those 
that are singular respectively.
Definition. Suppose that the differential uj 
is regular on a variety X. Then the logarithmic 
order ord^Cw; log) is the smallest value of v(w; log) 
as v ranges over all singular places of X. As before, 
we write ord^ fto; log) = -<*> and +» respectively if 
v(w; log) is without lower bound and X is non­
singular respectively.
The reader is asked to formulate the correspon­
ding definition that is appropriate to the study of 
completions of non-singular varieties.
2. Value of logarithmic order
Logarithmic order satisfies the following result. 
Regular order has no similar property, except of 
course in top degree.
Theorem 2. Suppose that co is regular on X and 
that v ( u j ; log) is negative for some singular place v .  
Then ord^(w; log) = -°°, unless X is a curve.
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The proof of this result is not short. It depends 
upon the construction of a sequence vn of singular 
places with vn(<o; log) decreasing without bound.
Lemma. Suppose that to is a differential of type 
(r1,...,rs). Then the smallest value of vftoAn; log) 
as n ranges over differentials logarithmic along s? of
complementary type -- i.e., of type (d-r^....d-rs)
is equal to v (to; log).
Proof. This result, and the analogous result for 
regular order, follow immediately from Theorem 1.
We will now prove Theorem 2. Suppose that 
v(<o; log) < 0 and that U ->■ X is a model for v.
According to the Lemma there is a differential n of 
complementary type which is logarithmic along U and 
for which v(toAri; log) < 0. By replacing U by a 
suitable open subset we may assume that n is regular 
on U - D , and that to a n has no poles or zeroes on U
other than D .v
Now let u^ , ..., u^ be local parameters on U
such that the equations u^ = 0 and U2 = 0 have a
solution. Let v be the place v defined in Ch 1 § 4. 2 n v a
for a = (n,l,0...0). According to 12.3 Theorem 3, 
disu(v) = n while vn (u1) = n and vn(u2) = 1 by con­
struction.
We will now calculate vn(<0An; log). By assumption, 
to A n can be written as u^ 'm (duj/u*)®s multiplied by
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a unit, where m is at least one. It is easy to see 
that vi(dUj/u'*' ; log) = 0 and so ; log) = -mn.
The differential n is, by §2.1 Theorem 1 Corol­
lary 2, logarithmic along v . As vn is, by construc­
tion, a singular place of X, the result follows from 
the Lemma. The quantity vn (w; log) can be no larger 
than vn (ioAn; log). This completes the proof.
3. Logarithmic order and resolution
Definition. Suppose that the differential w 
is regular on X. If w is logarithmic along every 
singular place v of X, we say that (o is logarithmic 
on X.
Clearly, w is logarithmic iff ord^ fio; log) >_ 0.
Theorem 3. Suppose that u> is regular on X 
and that X' X is a resolution of Sing X to a normal 
crossings divisor E. Then
(i) ui is logarithmic iff it is logarithmic 
along every component of E. Moreover, in this case 
(ii) ord^O; log) = min{v(oi; log) | v is 
associated to a component of E).
Proof. Part (i) follows from §2.2 Theorem 2. 
Part (ii) is proved in exactly the same way as §1.3 
Theorem 5.
Definition. Suppose that co is logarithmic on
the variety X. A singular place v is said to be 
tog-minimal with respect to co, or where confusion is 
not possible minimal, if v (<o; log) = ord^ fco; log).
Corollary. If <o is logarithmic and X' -*■ X resolves 
Sing X to a normal crossings divisor, then X' con­
tains a minimal place.
The comments towards the end of 51, by and large, 
hold true for logarithmic order. In particular, 
stronger results can be proven if cu is assumed to be 
of top degree.
4. Minimal Centers
We saw in 51.4 that if u is a differential of 
top degree and is of the first kind on X then the 
equation
v(co) = ord^ fco)
has only a finite number of solutions for v a singular 
place of X. Assuming that X has a resolution.
If, however, co is only logarithmic it is possible 
that the equation
vfco; log) = ordx(co; log) (2)
may have an infinity of solutions for v a singular
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place. However, the infinity is countable and the 
number of solutions with any given discrepancy is 
f inite.
We will here and in §3.5 obtain some results 
concerning the equation (2 ). These results will be 
used in Chapter III to develop the theory of toral 
modifications.
Definition. Suppose that X' X is a smooth 
modification with exceptional locus E. Suppose also 
that a) is a differential logarithmic on X. A sub- 
variety D of E is said to be log-minimal with respect 
to w if the place v realized by choosing D for the 
center of a monoidal transformation is log-minimal 
with respect to w. Where confusion will not result, 
we will say simply that D is minimal.
Clearly, a similar definition can be made for 
regular forms. If the differential ui is such that 
no smooth modification X' X contains a minimal 
center, then every minimal place is essential. This 
is the logic of the argument we used in §1.4 to show 
the existence of essential places.
The location of log-minimal centers is easy to 
describe if co is of top degree.
Theorem 4. Suppose that X' X is a smooth modif­
ication for which the reduced transform E of Sing X 
is a normal crossings divisor.
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Suppose also that u> is an r-fold differential of 
top degree logarithmic on X.
(i) If ord^ (co; log) >_ 1 then X' has no minimal 
centers.
(ii) Suppose ordx(w; log) = 0. Let E-^ ... Em 
denote the components of E corresponding to the 
minimal places appearing on X'. Every minimal center 
is a component D of some intersection fHE^ | i £ I},
I <=■ {l,...,m} of components of E.
(iii) Such a component D is indeed minimal if 
it does not lie in any component of the zero locus, 
as a regular form, of u).
Proof. We will use the fact that, as co is of 
top degree, v(w; log) = v(w) + r.
Let D be some subvariety whose codimension c is 
two or more and let v be the place realized through 
making a monoidal transformation with center D. The 
discrepancy dis^,(v) equals c - 1. Because E has 
normal crossings, D can lie in at most c components of 
E. If E' is a component containing D then v(E') = 1.
Let n denote the logarithmic order of to.
Thus, the divisor of u, as a rational different ial, on 
X' is at worst (n - r)E.
Suppose also that w is an r-fold differential of 
top degree logarithmic on X.
(i) If ordx(w; log) >_ 1 then X' has no minimal 
centers.
(ii) Suppose ord^(w; log) = 0. Let E^ ... Em 
denote the components of E corresponding to the 
minimal places appearing on X'. Every minimal center 
is a component D of some intersection fKE^ | i £ I),
I <=■ {1,...,m) of components of E .
fiii) Such a component D is indeed minimal if 
it does not lie in any component of the zero locus, 
as a regular form, of <¿1.
Proof. We will use the fact that, as to is of 
top degree, v (w; log) = v(co) + r.
Let D be some subvariety whose codimension c is 
two or more and let v be the place realized through 
making a monoidal transformation with center D. The 
discrepancy disx,(v) equals c - 1. Because E has 
normal crossings, D can lie in at most c components of 
E. If E' is a component containing D then v(E') = 1.
Let n denote the logarithmic order of oi.
Thus, the divisor of i d ,  as a rational differential,  on 
X' is at worst (n-r)E.
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(i) We are assuming that n is strictly positive.
v(co; log) = v ( g o )  + r
>_ r dis^,(v) + v((n-r)E) + r 
r(c - 1) + c(n - r) + r = cn
As c is at least two, this proves the result.
(ii) and (iii) The preceding inequality is 
valid for n = 0. We want to know when equality 
holds.
It is clear that if one of the following occurs 
then strict inequality holds.
a) The codimension of D is strictly greater 
than the number of components E' of E containing D.
b) There is some component E' of E containing
D along which the logarithmic order of g o  is not zero.
c) There is some prime divisor F, necessarily 
not a component of E, along which g o ,  as a regular 
differential, has a zero and which contains D.
It is also clear that if none of the above hold
then v is minimal. This concludes the proof.
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\
Corollary. Suppose that the differential w is of 
top degree and logarithmic on X. If ordx(oo; log) > 0 
then the minimal places are essential to the resolu­
tion of Sing X to a normal crossings divisor.
5. Minimal Places
The previous result concerning the location 
of minimal centers, together with the sequence of 
modifications determined by a place, give to us very 
precise results concerning minimal places.
Notation■ Suppose that w is an r-fold differential 
of top degree logarithmic on X, and that ord^C“; log) = 0 
Suppose also that X' -*■ X is a smooth modification of X 
whose exceptional locus E' is a normal crossings 
divisor. We will use X' to denote the open subset 
of X' obtained by removing from X' all components of 
E' whose associated places are not minimal, and the 
zero divisor of u as a regular differental. Let E' 
denote the exceptional divisor of X'.
Theorem 5. Suppose that X' -*■ X and co are as 
above. Then minimal centers correspond to components
/~w/of intersections of components of E'.
(i) Suppose X" is the monoidal transformation
/—of X* at a minimal center. Then X" is equal to the 
monoidal transformation of X* at the corresponding
\
center. Again, the minimal centers of X" correspond 
to components of intersections of components of E".
Cii) Suppose that v is a minimal place finite 
on X'. Then the sequence of modifications determined 
by v is a sequence of monoidal transformations at mini­
mal centers.
Proof. The first assertion concerning minimal 
centers is simply Theorem 4 in a different form.
(i) Clearly, the appropriate monoidal trans-
/ Vformation of X 1 is a subset of X". That it is indeed 
X" follows by applying Theorem 4 to each exceptional 
divisor of X".
(ii) It is enough, by induction, to show that 
the center D^1 of v on X’ is minimal. So let us 
suppose that it is not. By removing a closed subset 
from X’ we may suppose that D ' is nonsingular and 
that it intersects in a transverse manner those 
components of E which do not contain D ' .
Now let X" -*• X' be the monoidal transformation 
of X' at center DJ . The exceptional locus E" of 
X" -*■ X is a normal crossings divisor, because we 
first removed the "bad" points of D ' . Moreover, 
as DJ was assumed not to be minimal the differential 
b> has a zero, as a logarithmic differential, along 
the exceptional locus E^ ' of X" - X'.
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The remainder of the argument is routine. We 
may find an open subset U of X" on which v is finite 
and upon which local parameters u^ , u^ define E",
with u^ defining E7'. Then 10 can be written in the 
form
id = u^ • f • (duj/u^)®r
where f is regular on U.
By §2.2 Theorem 2, (du^/u1)0r is logarithmic 
along v. Moreover, f is regular along v. Finally, 
the sequence of modifications determined by a finite 
place has the property that the center of the next 
modification lies in the exceptional divisor of the 
last. Thus, D^J' <=■ E", and so u^ has a zero along v. 
Thus, v (cd; log) £ 1.
This concludes the proof.
Corollary. Suppose that X admits a resolution, and 
that cd is a differential of top degree whose logarithmic 
order is zero. Then the equation
v ( cd; l o g )  = 0
has at most a countable number of solutions for v a 
singular place of X. Moreover, the number of solutions 
with disx(v) £ n is finite, for every value of n.
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As for r-fold differentials of top degree the 
logarithmic and regular orders are related by the 
equation v (a>; log) = v(w) + r, we could have formu­
lated the arguments and results here in terms of 
regular order alone. However, if w is not of top 
degree then the logarithmic and regular orders are 
not simply related, the one to the other. It seems 
that the study of logarithmic order will provide the 
best results. Theorem 2 supports this belief.
6. Comments
Suppose that to is an r-fold differential of top 
degree regular on X, and of logarithmic order zero. 
Every resolution X' + X of Sing X to a normal cros­
sings divisor must realize a minimal place. Moreover, 
it is clear that these minimal places v whose dis­
crepancy is no larger than the discrepancy of any 
other minimal place must appear in X'. For the minimal 
places exceptional on X' have a discrepancy over X'.
This argument, although crude, shows that some 
of the minimal places are essential. To produce an 
effective criterion to determine which of the minimal 
places appearing on X' are inessential is, apparently, 
difficult. A minimal place v is inessential if we 
can find a resolution Y -*• X upon which lies a minimal 
center D for which the corresponding minimal place 
is v. Moreover, the minimal places associated to Y
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that contain D must have discrepancy strictly less 
than that of v. Thus, there is only a finite number 
of posibilities for the minimal places correspon­
ding to the components E^ of E whose intersection is D.
We are thus led to consider the following 
question.
Problem. Suppose that } = a is a finite
collection of exceptional places of X. Is there a 
smooth modification X ->• X whose exceptional locus E 
is a normal crossings divisor, has components 
E-^ , ..., En whose intersection D is nonempty, and 
for which is the place associated to E^?
Of course, if X is a surface then the results 
concerning factorization of regular birational maps 
and removal of the locus of indeterminacy [35, Chap­
ter IV §3] allow us to obtain a complete answer to 
this question.
Some first results concerning this problem in 
higher dimension appear in Chapter III §2. Using the 
definition of §2.3 of that chapter, the problem is 
to determine whether or not a is a simplex of the fan 
of some X. The result we have -- Chapter III §2.3 
Theorem 5 -- is that if the places of a are of a par­
ticular kind -- toral -- then a can so appear just 
in case the set {a1,. . . ,an} of associated weights is 
s impie.
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By using the general theory of toral modifica­
tions as outlined in the Introduction, I hope to 
obtain some further results concerning this problem.
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§4. EMBEDDED RESOLUTION
1. Definitions
The methods introduced earlier in this chapter can 
be used to obtain results concerning the resolution of a 
singular subvariety X embedded in a nonsingular ambient 
space M.
We will confine ourselves here to a special case.
We assume that X C M is a hypersurface having local 
equation f = 0. We assume also that is an r-fold 
differential of top degree of k(M), and that w is regular 
on M - X and logarithmic along X.
These assumptions are to hold until the end of this 
section, where we will indicate the changes and additions 
that may be required in order that a more general theory 
may be obtained. I intend to accomplish this development 
in a later work.
Before we proceed, it is useful to introduce some 
definitions and notations concerning the geometry of 
X C  M.
Suppose that M' ■* M is a nonsingular modification 
of M which is an isomorphism away from Sing X. We will, 
for brevity, call M' -♦ M a modification of M. The 
reduced total transform of X is denoted by X' and the 
strict transform by st X' . The exceptional divisor of 
M' + M is denoted by E'. Thus, E' U st X' = X'.
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Definition. A proper modification M' -*• M is said 
to resolve X if the total transform X' is a normal 
crossings divisor and the strict transform st X is 
nons ingular.
The last condition is imposed because we do not
2 2want to consider the identity map /A to be a
?resolution of the curve X c. /A given by xy = 0.
Definition. A place v of M is singular if its 
center lies in Sing X.
If M + M' resolves X then st X' + X is a resolution 
of Sing X to a normal crossings divisor. All the earlier 
definitions and results will apply to st X' X. We will 
use \J, vA, etc. to denote places of X. There is, it 
seems, no direct and immediate relationship between 
singular places of M and singular places of X.
However, suppose that M' M is a smooth modifica­
tion of M for which the total transform X' of X is a 
normal crossings divisor. Suppose also that a given 
singular place v of X is realized as a divisor D on stX'. 
The center D lies in E' and so there is a unique component 
E of E' for which D is a component of E D st X’ . The 
place v of M associated to E will be called the extension 
of v to M determined by M', or when confusion will not 
result, simply as the extension of v.
Suppose that M" -*• M' is the monoidal transformation 
whose center is Ü. As the codimension of D in st X' is 
one, the induced map st X" -*• st X' is an isomorphism.
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However, the extension of v determined by M" differs 
from that determined by M'. In the former case, it is 
the exceptional place of M" -*■ M' .
A component D of the intersection stX' n E' will 
be called a marginal center.
2. Poincar6 Residue
The key to understand the relation between the 
embedded theory and the abstract theory is the Poincare 
Residue homomorphism. The residue Res (to) is a differ­
ential of top degree regular on X. By studying the 
residue map, we can determine the conditions that are 
most sensibly imposed on to.
For the convenience of the reader we recall some 
properties of the residue map.
Suppose that u^....u^ are local parameters on some
open subset U which has a nonempty intersection with 
the hypersurface X. Suppose also that X has local 
equation f = 0 on X.
We can write
d7 = T. du, + ... + r , du ,1 1  d d
where the partial derivatives are regular on U. More­
over, as X has nonsingular points at least one of the f^  
does not vanish identically on X.
The differential to  can be written as
to  = u,0(duI)er/7r
for a suitable coefficient function toQ. 
tOg does not have a pole along X.
We assume that
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Then the residue Res(o)) is the restriction to 
X of the differential
dux a
where, as usual 
We saw in 
upon u) and X.
... dui ... a dud
T.
8r
( - D
r(i-l)
1
, ~ means that du. is to be omitted ’ i
Chapter I § 2.3 that Res(aj) depends only
3. Order
The motivation for the definition of order that is 
to follow is provided in part by the next result.
Theorem 1. Suppose that M' M is a modification 
for which X' is a normal crossings divisor. Suppose also 
that is a singular place appearing on st X' and that 
v is its extension to M.
Then v(ai) £ v (Res (a>)).
Proof. We will use the notation introduced earlier. 
We can find an open subset U of M' on which E' has local 
equation u^ = 0 and for which v is the only finite 
exceptional place.
On U the strict transform st X' has local equation 
f = 0 where
= v(f).
On U the differential w can be written as
m  —  , - r T  III = U j  l l )/ f
and n
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where m = v(w) and w is regular on U. Res (oj/f r) is 
regular along v and as v(u^) = 1 the result follows.
We cannot write equality because it is possible 
that w vanish along D even though it does not vanish 
along E' . This cannot occur if oo is without zeroes 
on M - X.
Corollary 1. The quantities v(io) and v (Res (to)) are 
unequal iff the strict transform of the divisor of the 
zeroes of to on M contains D.
The place v is not the only possible extension of 
v to M.
Corollary 2. After repeatedly performing a monoidal 
transformation at the marginal center D associated to 
v we obtain an extension v of v for which
v(to) = v(Res(oo))
Proof. On U, we can find local parameters u^....u^
for which u^ = 0 is a local equation for st X' and U£ = 0 
is a local equation for E'. Let w^ = 0 be a local 
equation for the strict transform of the divisor of the 
zeroes of w on the space Mj obtained by performing i 
monoidal transformations.
The places obtained by performing the indicated 
sequence of monoidal transformations are those associated 
to the weights (i,1,0 , . . .,0) , as defined in Chapter I 
§4.2.
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Let D = Dg, , ... denote the marginal centers 
the M|. It follows from the criterion of Corollary 1 
that v^ (io) = v(Res(oo)) just in case v^+^(w^) = 0. To 
show that this is ultimately the case we use the 
formal power series expansion of w = Wg.
We can write
w = S  X i;j uj u{
where X-^  is a power series in Uj.-.-.u^. We assumed
that w does not vanish on E' so n is nonzero for 
some value of i. Let m be the smallest such value.
Now let a/b be the smallest fraction of the form 
j/(m - i) where the co-efficient xij is nonzero. See 
Figure 1. We suppose that a/b is written in lowest 
terms.
• indicates that X..^O
FIG
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The reader is asked to verify that b is the number 
of monoidal transformations required. The proof here 
is similar to the proof in [32, § 8B] of the existence 
of an embedded resolution for singular plane curves.
Definition. The order ord^ (uj) of the differential 
w is the smallest value of v(w) as v varies over the 
singular places of M. If there is no lower bound we 
write ord (w) = -<*>. if there are no singular places,
A .
ord^Go) =
Corollary 5. If every singular place v of X admits an 
extension v to a place of M then
ord^(Res (oo)) > ord^ (to).
We cannot assert equality because there may be 
some singular place v of M which is not the extension 
of some singular place v of X.
If the ground field is of characteristic zero then 
we may use Hironaka's resolution theorem [17]. Suppose 
that M' -*• M resolves X. If v is a singular place of X 
then it determines a sequence of modifications on st X' 
leading to its realization. If we use these centers to 
modify the ambient space M' also then we are led to 
realize an extension v of v.
It ought to be possible, by using a variation of 
the realization theorem, that every singular place v of 
X admits an extension to M.
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Definition. The differential w is said to be of 
the first kind if ord^ (aj) 0.
The differential w is said to be logarithmic if 
o r d ^  Coo) > - r .
Clearly, if to is of the first kind then so is 
Res Coo) etc., if every singular place of X admits an 
extension to M.
4. Minimal places
As before, we can obtain results concerning minimal 
centers and minimal places. The novelty is provided by 
the existence of marginal centers.
Theorem 2. Suppose that ord^ (<o) < -r. Then 
ordx (oo) =
Proof. Suppose that v(w) < -r for the singular 
place v of M. Then the modification M determined
by v has an exceptional divisor E along which to is 
worse than logarithmic. We now apply the construction 
used in the proof of §3.2, Theorem 2.
Definition. A singular place v of M is said to be 
minimal with respect to w if v ( oj)  = ord^ (ui).
Suppose that M' M is a modification of M. A 
subvariety D of M' is said to be minimal with respect 
to oo if the place v realized by choosing D as the center 
of a monoidal transformation is minimal.
The location of minimal centers depends upon ord^(w).
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Theorem 5. Suppose that ord^ ( i d )  = -r. Suppose 
also that M' -*• M is a modification of M for which the 
total transform X' of X is a normal crossings divisor, 
and that the strict transform stX is non-singular.
Let M' denote the open subset of M' obtained by 
removing
a) the strict transform of the zero locus of o>.
b) those components of E' along which w is not 
minimal.
c) those components of st X1 along which the 
logarithmic order of to is not zero.
We use X' to denote the total transform of X on M'. Then
i) minimal centers correspond precisely to
components of intersections of components of X'. 
ii) every minimal place v finite on M' can be
realized by performing a succession of monoidal 
transformations at minimal centers.
Theorem 4. Suppose that ord^ (w) > -r. Let M' -*■ M 
and M' be as in Theorem 3. Then
i) minimal centers correspond precisely to 
marginal centers D of M'. 
ii} every minimal place v finite on M' can be
realized by performing a succession of monoidal 
transformations of minimal centers.
Corollary. If X admits an embedded resolution M' -*• M 
then ord^(u), if finite, is the smallest value of v(w) 
as v ranges over the singular places of M'.
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The proof of Theorems 3 and 4 is completely 
similar to that of § 3.5, Theorem 5.
5. Minimal places (continued)
The remarks made at the end of § 3 apply here also. 
In particular, a solution of the problem in § 3.6 would 
be most useful. We can, however, obtain an interesting 
result concerning the structure of minimal places using 
elementary methods.
We will assume that X C. M admits an embedded 
resolution, and that ord^(m) > -r. Even though the 
number of minimal places is quite possibly infinite, 
there will be only a finite number possessing any given 
discrepancy. Also clear is that only a finite number 
of them have any given value for v(f) where f is the 
local equation for X.
Suppose now that M' -*■ M resolves X. The reader is 
asked to verify that if M" -*■ M' is a monoidal transform­
ation then M' and M" have the same number of centers 
minimal with respect to u. Recall that by Theorem 4, 
all such centers are marginal. From this fact it 
follows that the collection
= (v | v minimal for <o and v(f) = n}
of places has a constant number of elements for n large 
enough. This number is the number of minimal centers 
on M' .
The resolution M' -*• M can be used to induce an
additional structure on the collections C . Each placen
v of C that does not appear on M' has a center D' , n n
which is a minimal center. To each such place v therer n
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is a unique place v ... e C which has the same centern+1 n+i
on M' as v . Moreover, v and v are both extensions n n n+1
of the same place \T of X. We will show that this 
structure, for n large enough, does not depend upon 
the choice of M'.
Theorem 5. If n is large enough, there is only
one place v e C that can be an extension of the place r n n r
v of X; where \7 corresponds to some given marginal 
center D of a resolution M' ■+ M.
The proof of this result depends upon a lemma, the 
proof of which is left to the reader. It is similar 
to the proof of Corollary 2 to Theorem 1. It is a 
computation of order of vanishing.
Lemma.  Suppose that v ,  v j ,  ••• is t h e  sequence of
elements of C , C ■,,... that is obtained from a reso- n n+1
lution M' -+ M by successively monoidally transforming 
at some fixed marginal center D associated to the place 
v of X.
Then
lim vi (g) = v (g) ( 3 )i -* oo
for any function g regular on M. The convergence is 
not uniform.
Outline of a Proof of Theorem 5. Let v1 be the 
places of X corresponding to the centers D of M' minimal
a n d  m a rg in  to  X .
for uy. As these places are distinct we can find functions
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gl».-*»gr regular on M and not vanishing on X such that 
the sequences v1 (g^) , ... ,v1 (g ) are distinct for distinct 
values of i. Each v1 induces, through M', a sequence 
v1, of places of M.
j i -iIt follows from the lemma that (g^ ) = v (g^ ) for
all values of i and k, so long as i is larger than
some number N.
Now suppose that M' + M is some other resolution
and that xj1 are the places of X corresponding to the 
tbat are minima £ for uo.marginal centers^ These places have extensions in Cn
for n large enough. It follows from the choice of
g.,...,g that if v and v .. are two extensions for the &1 ,&r n n+1
same place xl1 then v (g.) = v .fg.). It then follows v n V6j' n+lV6j7
from the Lemma that each nT1 is equal to some nt1 , as 
both satisfy the equation ( 3 ) for the same sequence 
of places. The theorem now follows, the extension 
vn of v is the unique place in Cn that satisfies 
vn(8i) = v(gi).
It follows from the proof of this theorem that the 
places v corresponding to the marginal centers D do not 
depend upon the choice of the resolution M' -*• M. But 
this we knew already, for such places are minimal with 
respect to the differential Res (w) of X.
6. Comments
We now outline the changes that should be made in 
order to obtain a more general theory. The assumptions 
concerning m and X are no longer in force.
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If «' is an r-fold differential of top degree 
regular on M and X cr m is a subvariety then results can 
be obtained by considering the quantity
n (v) = v(io') - v (X)
for all singular places v of M. When X is a hyper­
surface with local equation f = 0 then the two theories 
are congruent once we write co' = f oj.
Now suppose that X is a hypersurface and that w is 
a differential not of top degree. There is a residue 
map for differentials in this case, but to state it 
one needs the concept of the weight [ 6 ] of a logarithmic 
differential form. We will say no more concerning this,
in this work.
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CHAPTER III : TORAL MODIFICATIONS *1
The class of birational modifications introduced 
in this chapter is large enough to provide an inter­
esting range of examples for the results of Chapter II.
A single monoidal transformation can be easily described 
by using a suitable system of local parameters, as can 
the modifications discussed here. These modifications 
are far from being completely general.
We conclude the chapter with an example of a 
plane curve singularity that cannot be resolved by 
the modifications of this chapter.
il. TORAL TRANSFORMATIONS
1. Definition and examples
Definition. Suppose that on the smooth variety 
M there lies a normal crossings divisor D. A monoidal 
transformation M' + M is said to be toral if its center 
is a component of the intersection of some components 
of D. In this case the reduced total transform D' 
of D is also a normal crossings divisor.
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A succession -*■ -*■ ... = M of
monoidal transformations is said to be toral if for 
each i the transformation + ^  -*■ is toral with
respect to the reduced total transform of D.
?Example 1. Suppose that M(q-) is /A equipped with the 
two co-ordinates. The only toral monoidal transfor­
mation -*■ has for its center the origin of
2A • The resulting divisor has three components
-- the strict transforms of the co-ordinate axes and 
the exceptional divisor. The first two components 
intersect the third, but not each other. Thus, there 
are two possibilities for .
Example 2. If is either F^ or A^ then every
component of is birational to A*1  ^• This shows
that toral transformations are not completely general.
Example 3. If A 3 is monoidally transformed with center
the origin then the resulting exceptional locus is iso- 
2morphic to F . Suppose we now transform again,
2choosing as center a curve C in F . The reader is
invited to verify that co-ordinate hyperplanes can be
chosen on A 3 so that the resulting transformation is
2toral just in case C is a line on F .
3 f 3Example 4. Suppose that F -*• F is a monoidal 
transformation whose center is a smooth curve C. For 
this transformation to be toral, there must be two 
smooth hypersurfaces intersecting transversally, 
which have C as a component of their intersection.
This is a genuine problem, even though a local solu­
tion is trivial.
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Example 5. Suppose that X M is a hypersurface and 
that X' c. M' is an embedded resolution. Suppose also 
that a) is an r-fold differential of top degree regular 
on M - X with ord^(w) = -r. Then the sequence of 
modifications required for the realization of an 
m-minimal place v is a toral transformation of M' 
with respect to the normal crossings divisor X*.
2. Transformations of the plane
2The toral modifications of /A have a particularly 
simple description, which will be generalized later.
Suppose that /A -*■ /A is a toral transformation. 
Our first concern is with the total transform Dd of 
the co-ordinate axes D^, i = 1, 2. We can write
Di' “ S aiCv)Dv
where the sum is over the places v associated to D'.
In this way we associate a pair of non-negative num­
bers a(v) = (a^  (v) , to each component of D'.
Next we associate to each toral transformation 
M (n) M j-q-j of A  a graph G^-j whose vertices are the 
pairs a(v) corresponding to the components of Dj-n-j .
Two vertices are joined by an edge if the correspon­
ding components of D' intersect. By induction, it 
is clear that two components of D^n-j can intersect 
in at most one point. We will embed the vertices of 
the graph in M  x M . Here are two examples.
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A
FIG 2
Monoidal transformation 
of at origin
Proposition 1. Suppose that Mj-n  ^ is obtained
by choosing as center the point corresponding to the 
edge (a,b) - (c,d) of G^-j. Then the graph is
obtained from by replacing that edge with
(a,b) - (a + c, b + d) - (c,d).
The proof of this result is left as an exercise. 
Here are some examples (the center of the transforma­
tion is indicated by a double edge).
Exe reise
FIG 3
v
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As the determinants
a b a b a+c b+d
c d a+c b+d c d
are equal to each other, it follows by induction on n 
that if (a,b) and (c,d) are two adjacent vertices of
G(n) then
a b 
c d is +1.
It also follows by induction that if
(1,0) - (a^bj) - ... - (an ,bn) - (0,1)
is the graph of G, ■. then the ratio (a.:b.) is an &  ^ (n) v i
increasing function of i.
Proposition Z The pair of non-negative integers (a,b) 
is a vertex of some just in case a and b are
coprime.
Proof. Clearly, the condition is necessary.
To prove sufficiency, we need to construct a 
sequence of toral monoidal transformations. Suppose 
the pair is (A,B). At each stage there will be a 
unique edge (a,b) - (c,d) such that
a
F < ccT’
unless (A,B) is a multiple of some point of the graph. 
This edge is associated to the center of the monoidal 
transformation. We need to show that the process 
terminates, with the point (A,B) appearing on the graph.
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Before proceeding to the proof of this result,
I will give an example. To realize (3,5) we should 
make the following sequence of transformations.
(1 , 0) =  ( 0 , 1)
(1 ,0) - (1 ,1) = (0 ,1)
( 1 , 0) -  ( 1 , 1) =  ( 1 , 2) -  ( 0 , 1)
(1.0) - (1,1) - (2,3) = (1,2) - (0,1)
(1.0) - (1,1) - (2,3) - (3,5) - (1,2) - (0,1)
The positive quantity
(bA - aB) + (cB - dA) ( 1 )
is a measure of how far (A,B) is from being realized. 
If, after making the transformation, we have
a + c . A _ c
b""+ d < S' < cT
then the corresponding quantity is
C(b + d )A - (a + c)B3 + (cB - dA) ( 2 )
and it is easily seen that ( 2) is strictly less 
than ( 1 ) .
In this way we see the process terminates. As 
A and B were supposed co-prime, the result follows.
3. Toral places
Definition. Suppose that M is a smooth variety 
upon which lies a normal crossings divisor D. A
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finite place v of M is toral if for some toral trans­
formation M' -*■ M, it is associated to some component 
of D'.
Theorem 1. Suppose that w is a simple differential 
of top degree whose divisor (<d) on M is -D.
(i) If M' + M is a toral transformation then 
the divisor of to on M' is -D'.
(ii) A finite place v of M is toral just in case 
v  (to) = - 1 .
Proof. The arguments required for the proof of 
this result have been used already. They appear in 
the discussion of minimal centers (Ch II§3.4)
These arguments also demonstrate the next re­
sult .
Corollary 1. Suppose that v is a toral place of M. 
Then the modification -*■ M determined by v is a
toral transformation.
Corollary 2. Suppose that M' -*■ M is a toral trans­
formation. Then every toral place of M is a toral 
place of M' and vice versa.
Proof. We may suppose that M is affine and that 
D is defined by local parameters u^, ..., u^. A 
place v of M is finite iff it is a finite place of 
M'. It is toral if v(ai) = -1 where w = du^/u*.
If M is a surface, it should be possible to give 
a direct proof of Corollary 2. But if M is of higher 
dimension such a proof would become complicated by 
many details.
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?We now continue with our discussion of A  •
Proposition3. Suppose v and v' are two toral places 
2of A  and a(v) = a(v ' ) . Then v = v '.
Proof. Suppose is a model for v. By Corol­
lary 2, v' is a toral place of . From what we
know of the graph G^-^, it is impossible that v ’ 
be an exceptional place of M^-j . Thus, v' must appear 
on . The place v is the only possibility.
We now give a different proof of Proposition 2.
As A and B are coprime we can solve the equation
bA - aB = 1 ( 3)
with positive integers a and b.
2Let x and y be co-ordinates for A  • Write
The equations
x = uAva y = tf’v'» ( 4 )
follow from C 3). They show that if M is the affine
variety whose co-ordinate ring is k[u,v], then M is
2 2 birational to A  and that the natural map M A  is
regular.
Let v be the place on M associated to the line 
u = 0. It follows from ( 4) that v(x) = A and 
v(y) =8.
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By Corollary 2 , it is enough to show
From ( 4) we have
dx _ ^  dux u
and so the result follows from ( 3) .
4. Weights
2The results previously obtained for A hold in a
more general setting. In order that they may be stated 
and proved in the simplest form, we will assume until
the end of the next section that the normal crossings 
divisor D = U ... U lying on the smooth variety 
M has connected intersections. In other words, that 
for any subset ad{l,...,k} the intersection
=0(0^ | i £ a} has at most one component. By
a toral transformation then M' also has connected inter­
sections .
Often, we will use the symbols , v^, and i in 
the place of each other.
(i.e. up to pl27)
thatinduction it is immediately verified if M' M is
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Definition. Suppose v is a finite place of M. 
The weight a(v), a associated to v is the sequence 
(cij(v) ... a^(v)) of non-negative integers defined 
by ai (v) = v CD^ .
Example 1. If the center Dy of v lies in then 
a^(v) > 0, and conversely.
Example 2. If is the place associated to 
then oij (vi) = 6i. .
Example 3. If v is a finite place of M - D then 
ot(v) = 0.
The value of afv) is not arbitrary, for every 
finite place v has a non-empty center Dy.
Definition. Suppose that a is a subset of the 
places v^, ...» v. associated to the components 
D^, ..., of the normal crossings divisor D lying 
on the smooth variety M. If the intersection
°CT = H{Dv | v £ ct}
is non-empty, we say that a is a simplex of M.
Recall that we are assuming that has at most
one component. Clearly, any subset of a simplex is 
also a simplex. By convention, we will write D,. = M.
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Example. Suppose that a is a simplex of M and that 
the place is realized by making a monoidal trans­
formation whose center is DQ . Then a^fVg) = 1 if 
v- £ a and is zero otherwise. Moreover, v*. has dis- 
crepancy #a - 1.
Theorem 2. Suppose that v is a finite place of 
M and a is its weight. Then
a(v) = {v^ | ai + 0}
is a simplex of M. Moreover, cz D0.
Proof. If f 0 then c  D^. Thus, Dv is 
contained in | ot^ f 0} which is equal to
As v was supposed finite, a(v) is a simplex.
Definition. The support Supp(a) of an element 
a £ is the set {i | f 0} . If Supp(a) is a
simplex, we write a(a) instead, and say that a is 
admissable, or that it is a weight.
The set AV(M) of all admissable weights is called 
the weight space of M. The sum a + 6 of two weights 
is also a weight just in case a(ot) U cr(6) is a simplex, 
in which case we say that the addition is admissable.
Proposition. Suppose that v is a finite place of M 
and that a is the weight associated to v. (See page 101.) 
Then a is admissable in the sense of the Definition 1.
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Proof. According to Theorem 2, Supp(a) is a 
simplex.
Definition. Suppose that a = (a^  , ctjJ is
a sequence of non-negative rational numbers, and that 
Supp(a), which is defined as before, is a simplex. In 
that case we say that a is a rational weight. The 
associated space of weights is denoted by A^(M).
The set |o| of rational weights a whose support 
a (a) is equal to a is called the open chamber of 
Aq (M) associated to a. Each weight a lies in a single 
open chamber |a(a)|. Thus the open chambers form a 
partition of rational weight space. We will, however, 
use the word "division" in the place of "partition." 
This is because the effect of a toral monoidal trans­
formation on weight space is, as we shall see, analog- 
uous to the barycentric subdivision of a geometric 
s implex.
The closure Cl|cr| of |a| is called the closed 
chamber associated to a. It consists of all weights a 
whose simplex a(a) is contained in a.
If we wish to emphasize that the weight a lies 
in Av(M) rather than A^(M) we will say that a is an 
integral weight.
Suppose a'*’, ..., a11 are weights such that 
o(a') 0 ... U o(an) is a simplex a. We say in that
case the sum
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A j « 1 + . . . + Anoin C 5 )
is adm-Lssable, provided that the A^  are non-negative. 
If moreover, the a1 are integral weights and (5 ) is 
an integral weight only when the A^ are integers, we 
say that {a'*', . . . ,an} is a simple set of weights.
This conforms to the definition in Chapter I §1.
Example. An integral weight a is simple if it is not 
a multiple of some other integral weight.
5. Models for toral places
In Chapter I §4.2 we associated to a normal 
crossings divisor D and a simple weight a a modifica­
tion M M and a place N> . We also showed that if a v a
v is a finite place of M with a(v) = not then v is 
a finite place of . This demonstrates part (ii) 
of the next result.
Theorem 3.
(i) The place is toral.
(ii) Suppose that v is a finite place of M 
and that a(v) = not for the simple weight ot. Then v
is a finite place of M .c ot
(iii) Suppose in addition that v is toral. 
Then v = va and so n = 1 and a(v) is simple.
Proof. In proving the remainder of the theorem 
we may assume that M is affine, and that upon M the
••• 9 define D. Writelocal parameters u-^ ,
to = du-j/u1. Chapter II § 2.3 shows that va(m) = -1
and so by Theorem 1, va is toral.
Now suppose that the place v is toral. By part
(ii), v is a finite place of M^. Again by Theorem 1,
v is a toral place of M . But the divisor D on M y a a a
has but one component and so the places \>a and v must 
be equal.
Corollary 1. Toral places v of M and simple weights 
a of Av(M) are in perfect correspondence via
a v , v w- ot(v) .
Corollary 2. Suppose that v is a toral place and a 
the corresponding simple weight. The simplex a(v) 
was defined (Theorem 2) to be a(u) and so the two 
are equal.
Moreover, the center of v on M and the inter­
section Do are equal, where a = a(a).
Proof. As v is a toral place, is an inter­
section of components of D. But Da is the inter­
section of all the components which contain .
Corollary 3. Suppose M' -*■ M is a toral transforma­
tion and that D^ ' fl . . . (1 D ' = Da' is a non-empty 
intersection of some components of D'. Let v denote
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the toral place realized by choosing the intersection
D ' as the center for a monoidal transformation.a
Then
a (v) = a"*' + ... + a11
where a1 is the weight associated to the place 
associated to the component Dd of D'.
Proof. It follows from the definition of 
a1(v) that the expression
gives the total transform on M' of the divisor Dj 
on M. (The sum is over all components of D'.) It 
then follows that the multiplicity (v) of Dj along 
v is obtained by adding those for which DJ c. Dd . 
This proves the result.
Corollary 4. Suppose that v is a toral place and a 
is the associated weight. The weight a lies in a 
unique open chamber |a|. Then = Da.
Proof. The place v is realized by a sequence 
M(v) ^ toral transformations, the center for the 
next lying in the exceptional divisor of the last.
A straightforward argument by induction, using Cor­
ollary 3, shows that any place v so obtained satisfies
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a(v) = X-a'*’ + ... + X «n1 n
where the X^ are strictly positive integers and
a"*".....a11 are the weights associated to the places
of a.
It is sometimes convenient to use the symbol a 
instead of the symbol v for the associated place.
We use this convention in the next two examples.
2Example 1. The plane /A has simple weights a = (3,5)
B = (2,3). Suppose there is a toral transformation
for which a = { (3,5) , (2,3) } is a simplex. Then the
place v realized by choosing as a center is (5,8)
Now suppose that {(3 ,4) , (5,6)} = a is a simplex
2for some toral transformation of A . Then the place 
so realized is (8,10). Bur places correspond only to 
simple weights and so our initial assumption is false 
This observation will be extended in the next section
Example 2. Suppose that a = (2,3,5) and that 
M(v) ^  secluence °f monoidal transformations
determined by the associated place. At each stage we 
will use Corollary 4 to determine the location of the 
center, and will use Corollary 3 to determine the 
resulting exceptional place. In this way we can 
obtain a description of Mr ,
V. v ) •
This example is similar to the discussion of the
2
/A in §1.4. However, in order that pictures may be
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drawn, we will use barycentric co-ordinates to repre­
sent a simple weight as a point on a 2-simplex.
At each stage, a simplex of the toral transforma­
tion corresponds to the vertices of a simplex of the 
subdivided simplex. Figure 4 describes barycentric 
co-ordinates. Figure 5 describes the realisation 
of (2,3,5)
FIG 4  BARYCENTRIC CO-ORDINATES
FIG 5
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12. TORAL MODIFICATIONS
1. Definition and examples
It is convenient to have available a class of 
varieties somewhat larger than that provided by toral 
transformations.
Definition. Suppose that M' -*• M is a smooth 
birational modification, and that the reduced total 
transform D' of D has normal crossings. If the places 
associated to the components of D' are toral then we 
say that M' -*■ M is a toral modification.
Example 1. If M' + M is a toral transformation then 
it is also a toral modification.
Example 2. If M' ■+■ M is a toral modification and U 
is an open subset of M' then U + M is also a toral 
modification.
Example 3. The modification + M is toral.
Example 4. Suppose that M' -*• M is a proper toral 
modification of the surface M. Because M is a sur­
face, M' -► M factors as a sequence of monoidal trans­
formations [35, Ch IV §3.4 and Ch VI §2.3 Remark 1], 
and as every exceptional place is toral, this sequence 
of transformations is toral. Thus, M' ■+■ M is a toral
transformation.
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52. TORAL MODIFICATIONS
1. Definition and examples
It is convenient to have available a class of 
varieties somewhat larger than that provided by toral 
transformations.
Definition. Suppose that M' -*■ M is a smooth 
birational modification, and that the reduced total 
transform D' of D has normal crossings. If the places 
associated to the components of D' are toral then we 
say that M' -*• M is a toral modification.
Example 1. If M' + M is a toral transformation then 
it is also a toral modification.
Example 2. If M' + M is a toral modification and U 
is an open subset of M' then U + M is also a toral 
modification.
Example 3. The modification Mq -*■ M is toral.
Example 4. Suppose that M' -*■ M is a proper toral 
modification of the surface M. Because M is a sur­
face, M' -*■ M factors as a sequence of monoidal trans­
formations [35, Ch IV §3.4 and Ch VI §2.3 Remark 1], 
and as every exceptional place is toral, this sequence 
of transformations is toral. Thus, M' ■+• M is a toral
transformation.
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Theorem 1. Suppose that M' M is a toral modif­
ication. Then every toral place of M' is a toral 
place of M. Moreover, we may regard the weight space 
of M' as a subset of the weight space of M.
Suppose in addition that M' + M is proper. Then 
M' and M have the same toral places. Moreover, we 
may regard the respective weight spaces as having the 
same elements.
Proof• The assertion concerning places is local 
on M. Suppose that M is affine and upon it the local
parameters u^.....u^ define D. We write
to = dUj/u1 and proceed to use Theorem 1 of §1.
As the places of D' are toral the divisor of to on 
M' is -D'. Thus, if v is any toral place of M', 
v(io) = -l. Every place finite on M' is finite on M 
and so v is a toral place of M.
Now suppose also that M' + M is proper. If v is 
a toral place of M then v(oo) = -1 and, as M' ■+■ M is 
proper, v is a finite place of M'. So v is a toral 
Place of M'.
We saw in Theorem 3 Corollary 1 of §1.5 that 
toral places and simple weight correspond exactly.
This induces a mapping from the simple weights of 
A^(M') to the simple weights of A^(M). To extend
The next result is an extension of Theorem 1, §1.3
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this mapping to rational weights we note that if S' 
is a non-zero rational weight of M' then the equation 
XS' = a' has a unique solution for a' a simple weight. 
If the weight a' maps to a then we insist that S' 
map to S, where S solves the equation XB = a.
The mapping is clearly injective, and bijective 
if M' ■+ M is proper.
Henceforth, we will think of the one weight space 
as being a subset of the other.
2. Subdivision of weight space
Even though the respective weight spaces of a 
proper toral modification M' M may be identified as 
sets, they do not have the same decomposition into 
chambers. However, the decompositions are compatable. 
We will see later that a proper toral modification 
M' M corresponds exactly to a subdivision of A^(M) . 
This subdivision must satisfy properties that will 
be stated later.
Theorem 2. Suppose that M' -*■ M is a toral modif­
ication. Then every open chamber |o'| of M' lies in 
a unique open chamber |o| of M.
Proof. As A^CM) is a disjoint union of open 
chambers, we need only show the existence of such an 
open chamber.
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Let a , . . . , oin be the simple weights corresponding
to the places .....v of o'. To each index i
there corresponds a divisor Dd on M' which has an
image on M. We can think of as the center,
on M, of the place and so, by Corollary 4 to
Theorem 3 of §1.5, D. is the intersection D corre-x ct .
1 isponding to the simplex o^ in whose open chamber a 
lies.
We may now prove the result. It is enough to 
show that the union
o x U ... (J c?n = o ( 6 )
is a simplex of M. As o' is a simplex of M' , the DA
have nonempty intersection. As the image in M of DA
is D ' , these also have a nonempty intersection. So i
0 is a simplex.
Weight space is a disjoint union of open chambers.
Definition. A subdivision of a rational weight 
space (M) is a disjoint collection of subsets |o'| 
of Aq CM) such that each 10 ' | lies in some open chamber 
of M.
If every point of A^(M) lies in some |o'| we 
say that the subdivision is complete.
Corollary 1. Suppose M' -*■ M is a toral modification.
Then A^(M') is a subdivision of A^(M). If the modifica­
tion is proper then the subdivision is complete.
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Corollary 2. Every closed chamber Cl|a'| of M' lies 
in some closed chamberCt|a| of M.
Proof. We take for a the simplex given by the 
Theorem. We now need to show that if o' is a subset 
of o' then the corresponding simplex a provided by the 
Theorem is a subset of a. But this is obvious, for a 
is just some sub-union of ( 6).
Corollary 3. Suppose that M' ■+• M is a toral modifica-
tion and that the sum X^ ct + Xna of rational
weights of M' is admissable. Then it is admissable 
on M also.
Proof. The sum is admissable just in case the 
X^ are non-negative and the a1 lie in a single closed 
chamber.
To conclude this discussion, we will show that 
admissable addition is compatable with the inclusion 
of weight spaces.
Theorem 5. Suppose that M' ■+■ M is a toral modif­
ication and that X,a'*' + . . . + X an is admissable on M',1 n
Let ct' denote the answer as computed in A^(M') and a 
the answer when computed in Then a = a'.
Proof. We will reduce the problem to a special 
case, to which we apply algebraic geometry. Addition 
is associative and respects multiplication by scalars.
V
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So we need only consider the case Xct + p8. We may 
write a as ZïX^a1 where the a1 correspond to places 
that appear on M' and 8 similarly. Moreover, the 
summation
X f S X i C t 1 ) + u f S P j B 1 )
is still admissable. And so we are reduced to the 
case Xa + pB where a and 8 correspond to places 
that appear on M'. If a = 8 the result is trivial.
So suppose a f 8.
As addition respects multiplication by scalars 
we may suppose that X and p are co-prime positive 
integers A and B. The sum Aa + B8 being admissable, 
the divisors D ' and D0' on M' intersect.Ot p
We will first prove the result for A = B = 1.
In that case the sum a + 6 corresponds, on M', to 
the place v realized by making a monoidal transforma­
tion at the center D 0 Da. It is clear that thea 8
place v has weight, on M, that is given by the sum on 
M of a and 8.
To prove the result for general A and B we make 
a sequence of monoidal transformations on M' to realize 
Aa + BB and argue inductively. That such a sequence 
exists is a consequence of the proof of Proposition 2, 
§ 1 . 2 .
Before we can prove the next result we will need 
some terminology. Suppose M' M is a toral modifica-
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D' = D* U ... U D 'J- n
D = D, U ... U D .J- Tn
A weight a o£ M' was defined to be an element
,. .. *«n' ) of Zn. But we think of a as a weight of
M and in this case it is an element (aj,...,«* ) of Zn .
The n-tuple and the m-tuple reprsent the same weight
and, if a is a simple weight, they represent the same
place v . r a
Definition. Suppose that a is a weight of M' 
and of M. Then the numbers
, • • • ) a^l * • • * »“jj)
are the co-ordinates of a on M' and M respectively.
The numbers cu' and are, respectively, the multi­
plicities along va of D^ ' and respectively.
Theorem 4. Suppose that M' -*■ M is a toral modif­
ication and that a is a simplex of M'. Then the set of ele-
\rments of a, thought of as elements of Z , is simple.
Proof. Suppose that a'*'.....a11 are the vertices
of a. It is enough to show that if Aj , ..., An are 
positive rational numbers such that
= A^ a'*' + ... + Anan ( 7 )
tion and that
a
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D' = D* U ... U D '1 n
D = D. U ... U D .
J- tn
A weight a of M' was defined to be an element 
(ot^' ,. .. ,on' ) of Zn. But we think of a. as a weight of 
M and in this case it is an element foj,.. . ,a ) of 2m .
The n-tuple and the m-tuple reprsent the same weight 
and, if a is a simple weight, they represent the same
place v .a
Definition. Suppose that a is a weight of M' 
and of M. Then the numbers
(o t j , • . . ,01^ ) ^a l  * * * ' ,otk^
are the co-ordinates of a on M' and M respectively.
The numbers aS and are, respectively, the multi­
plicities along va of D^ ' and respectively.
Theorem 4. Suppose that M' -*■ M is a toral modif­
ication and that a is a simplex of M'. Then the set of ele 
ments of a, thought of as elements of Z , is simple.
Proof. Suppose that a1, . . . , a11 are the vertices 
of a. It is enough to show that if X^  , ..., Xn are 
positive rational numbers such that
= X^a^ + ... + Xnan ( 7 )
tion and that
a
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is integral, then the X^ are integers. We can, by 
Theorem 3, compute this sum on M' if we so wish.
But on M' the co-ordinate of a1 is of the form 
(0 ,... , 0,1,0 ,. . . , 0) and so the result is now obvious.
Remark. The result can be established also by 
the following argument. Let a be given by (7 ), and 
let na be the smallest multiple of a such that the 
co-efficients nXi are all integers. Then not is a 
simple weight of M ' and so corresponds to a toral 
place v of M'. We show that the co-ordinates of v on 
M are given by not. As v is also a toral place of M, 
its co-ordinates on M form a simple k-tuple and so 
n = 1.
3. Fans
The next concept is useful in understanding the 
subdivision of A^(M) induced by a toral modification 
M' -<■ M.
Definition. Suppose D is a normal crossings 
divisor with connected intersections on a smooth 
variety M. The fan £(M) is a simplicial complex 
whose vertices are the places associated to the compo­
nents of D. A set a of places belongs to the complex 
if the corresponding components of D have a non-empty 
intersection.
This definition is not adequate if D does not 
have connected intersections.
S iiH E liL A . S t A 2) -  < M v ( l i 0) M v ( 0 i l ) ) , ( v a  o ) , v ( 0 j l ) )>
Example 2. Suppose M' -*■ M is a toral transformation 
2of A  . In §1.2 we associated to M' a graph G'. A 
graph can be thought of as a collection of vertices, 
together with a collection of pairs of vertices, which 
we will call edges. Using this interpretation and 
making obvious identifications
G' U {0} = £(/A2) .
Example 3. The fan £  of An has n vertices. Every 
subset a of vertices appears as a simplex of £  .
Example 4. The fan £  of Pn+  ^ has n + 1 vertices.
Every proper subset of vertices appears as a simplex 
of £  .
Theorem 5. Suppose that M' ■+■ M is a toral modif­
ication. We will think of the vertices of £' = £(M') 
as being simple weights of M. Then
(i) every simplex o' of £' lies in some closed 
chamber of Al(M).
(ii) every simplex o' is simple
(iii) the open chambers |a'| associated to the 
simplices of £' are disjoint. Moreover, ifM-*-M' is proper
(iv) the subdivision of A^(M) into open chambers
induced by £' is compete.
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Conversely, suppose that S' is a finite simpli- 
cial complex of simple weights that satisfies (i) ,
(ii)» and (iii) . Then there is a toral modification 
M(S') whose fan is S ' > such that for any other toral 
modification M' with£(M') = , the rational map
M' —► M(S') is regular, and is an isomorphism onto its 
image. Clearly, M(S') is unique, if it exists.
Moreover, if (iv) holds then the modification 
M(S') -*■ M is proper.
Proof. Assume that M' -*■ M is a toral modification, 
(i) follows immediately from Theorem 2, Corol­
lary 2 ;
(ii) is Theorem 4;
(iii) follows from §1.5, Theorem 3, Corollary 2.
If two distinct open chambers of the form |o'| inter­
sected then there would be a simple weight a in their 
intersection. It would then follow that the corre­
sponding place v would have two distinct centers on 
M'. But this is absurd.
(iv) follows from Theorem 1 of §1.1 over •
The proof of the converse occupies the remainder 
of this section. We first define a modification 
Ma M for each simplex a of S' • Next we show that 
we can patch the together into the modification 
M(S'). Finally, we demonstrate that M(S') has the 
required properties.
The construction described here is a variant of 
the modification -*■ M constructed in Chapter I §4. . 
We first suppose that M is affine and on it are local 
parameters u^, .... ud which define D. If a =
(a^  , ...,an) is a simple set of weights we define 
to be the affine variety whose co-ordinate ring is 
given by
k[Ma] = k[M] [u1 | ai(I) > 0 i = 1...n].
As before, we can find matrices A and B, all of 
whose entries are integers, that satisfy the equations
4. Modification associated to a simplex
AB = BA = identity
and in addition a1 is the i1"*1 row of A.
. B AWe write U = u and thus U = u. For any multi - 
index I,
= uBAI = UAI
and as the first n rows of A are a1 i = l,...,n, 
we see that a1(I) >_ 0 just in case the first n ele­
ments of AI are non-negative. We have thus proven 
the next result.
Theorem 6. k [M^ ] = k[M][U^ | J. >_ 0 i = 1,...n].
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Corollary 1. The ring kfM^] is generated over k[M] 
by U p  •••> Ud'» Ud+1> •••> ud
Corollary 2. If o' is a subset of a then M ' is a open a
principal subset of M .a
Proof. It is enough to prove the result for 
a - o ’ having a1 as its only element. In that case
k[M0'] =k[Ma][Ui'1]
which proves the result.
Theorem 7. The variety M is smooth, with local--------- ' a
parameters , ..., .
■f* ViProof. If J denotes the j column of A then 
= Uj and so du^ can be written in the form
du . = E(u - ) . dll.J J i i
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dg = Eg^U.^
are regular on Mq also. This concludes the proof.
Corollary 1. The modification -*• M is toral.
Proof. The divisor D on M has equation u1 = 0 
where I = (1,...,1) and so the total transform of D 
on M' has equation UAI = 0. As the ith row of A is 
a 1 we see that the i*"“ component of AI is 
cij1 + ... + a^ 1 which is strictly positive. Thus, the 
reduced total transform D' has equation U* = 0. As 
the IK form a system of local parameters, D' has normal 
crossings.
It follows from Theorem 6, Corollary 2 that if M'
is obtained from by removing all components of D'
except that associated to U., then M' » M .. It1 a1
now follows from SI.5 Theorem 3 that the associated 
place is toral.
Corollary 2. If a is a simple weight lying in the 
closed chamber Cl|a| then the corresponding place v is
finite on M .a
Proof. As the modification + M is toral, the 
weight space of is a subset of that of M. It is 
clear that Cl I a| is the appropriate subset. The result 
now follows.
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Even though was defined locally, it is clear 
that it depends only upon the divisor defined by the 
local parameters. Thus, the construction is in fact 
global.
5. Patching and Separation
We will show that if S'satisfies condition (iii) of 
Theorem 5 $2.3 then the associated may be patched 
together to give a separated variety. The patching 
data is provided in the following manner. If a and o' 
are two simplices of S' then we identify M and M . 
along their common open subset It is trivial
to verify that the identifications satisfy the patch­
ing conditions. Separation is harder. We may assume that 
M is affine with local parameters u^, ..., u^, etc.
Theorem 8 . The space M(£ ') obtained by patching -the 
Mo together is separated if |a'| the open chambers 
associated to o' are disjoint.
Proof. We can assume that M is affine etc.
According to [35, Ch V §4.3] it is enough to show thatgenerate
the monomials of k[Ma] and k[Ma,] together the mono­
mials of k[Maf1a,]. The proof of this result in 
[ 7 , p. 557] I do not understand. The proof is left 
to the reader in [22, p.  24]. A proof is given in 
[ 4 , §5.4] but it depends upon an assertion that is 
not justified. The author claims that there is a hyper-
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plane H in which contains a f) a' and the remaining 
points of a and o' lie on opposite sides of H.
An immediate consequence of this assertion is 
that there is some exponent I for which al = 0 on 
a fl 0' and for the remaining vertices of 0 and a' 
respectively I is positive and negative respectively.
It now follows that if uJ lies in k[M ,1 then uJ+nI,ano
uJ nl kfM^] and k[Mo ,] respectively, for n
large enough. Peter McMullen has provided me with a 
proof of the assertion in a personal communication.
6. Completion of Proof
First, we will prove that if S' is the fan of M' 
then the rational map M' —► M(£ ') is regular. If 
0 is a simplex of S' use M^ ' to denote the open subset 
of M' obtained by removing all components of D' except 
those associated to 0 . As every place appearing on M ' 
appears on Mq , every function regular on Mq is regular 
on M ' . As M is affine this shows that the map 
Mct' is regular. Moreover, the map cannot have an
exceptional place and so is an isomorphism onto its 
image. As the subsets M ' cover M' the map M'--*- M(S ' ) 
is regular, and can be thought of as the inclusion of 
an open set.
Next, we will show that if £ ’ induces a complete 
subdivision of the weight space Al(M) then M(2') is 
complete. By the criterion of Chapter I §4.3 it is 
enough to show that every place v finite on M is finite
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on M(E'). But, if a is the simple weight associated 
to v then, by §1.5 Theorem 3, v is a finite place of
M . But M is a toral modification of M , where a isa a a
the simplex of S'whose open chamber contains a.
7. Comments
Demazure was led to define and study non-singular 
torus embeddings in his paper [7] on subgroups of the 
Cremona group. (A torus embedding is a variety X con­
taining a torus T c X as an open subset in such a way that 
the birational action of T on X is biregular). Kempf et al 
[22] extended the results to cover not only varieties X = T 
with normal singularities but also varieties that were only 
locally isomorphic to torus embeddings. The major result 
in this work is the proof of what is known as the semi­
stable reduction theorem.
Because they wished to perform a succession of cyclic 
covers, Kempf et al changed the definition of a fan. Demazure 
uses a simplicial complex as the fan, they use a collection 
of cones. (We call these cones chambers). Subsequent authors 
have continued to use the Kempf et al definition. Our 
definition is the same as that of Demazure, once one 
associates to each simple one parameter subgroup a place.
A number of Russian authors - see §3.1 - used the 
techniques of torus embeddings to construct explicit resolutions 
for various singularities. Hitherto, Hironaka's resolution 
theorem [17] was somewhat abstract. Explicit descriptions 
of the resolution of particular singularities were uncommon.
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This was no doubt due to the large amount of labor 
involved in such a calculation. In this context, the 
fan should be thought of as a combinatorial device that 
enables one to perform a large number of monoidal trans­
formations. Work of Hironaka, for example [18], is 
closely related to this point of view.
That the differential form w in many ways controls 
the structure of torus embeddings and their monoidal 
transformations is a consequence of the theory of minimal 
places.
The general definition of a toral modification given 
in the Introduction has several sources
the wish to compute the essential places of a 
hypersurface X c A n that is nondegenerate in 
the sense of §3.1.
the fact that the theory of torus embeddings
cannot resolve an analytically irreducible
2plane curve singularity X e A unless it has 
only one characteristic pair.
the wish to extend to more general hypersurfaces 
results that are known for nondegenerate hyper­
surfaces. I have in mind the existence of the 
relative canonical model [33, Problem 6.3]. 
the belief that much of the theory developed 
here will extend in a useful manner to a more 
general context.
\
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We will now state and outline the proof of the main 
result of this section in the language of torus 
embeddings.
Theorem 9. Suppose that M T is a nonsingular 
completion of the torus T such that D = M - T is a normal 
crossings divisor. Suppose also that the divisor of the 
differential w = (dx/x) A . . A (dz/z) is -D. Then M 
is a torus embedding.
Proof. Solutions of the equation v (to ) = -1 
correspond to simple elements of the lattice Av dual to 
the lattice A of monomials1 Thisican be proven by taking 
projective space as a completion of T. We need to show 
that the fan S of D satisfies the conditions (ii) and 
(iii) of Theorem 5, and also that S induces a complete 
division of AVq .
As there will only be one toral place with any given 
weight, it follows that D has connected intersections, and 
also that (iii) is satisfied. If a simplex a were not 
simple then one could obtain a toral place whose 
associated weight a - which lies in |a| - is not
simple. This shows (ii). As M is complete, every place 
is finite, and so the division must be complete.
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We will now state and prove the main result of this 
section in the language of torus embeddings.
Theorem 9. Suppose that M = T is a non-singular 
completion such that D = M - T is a normal crossings 
divisor. Suppose also that the divisor (to) of w is -D. 
Then M is a torus embedding.
Proof. We consider the fan Z as a subset of the 
vlattice A dual to the lattice A of monomials. We need 
first to show that Z satisfies conditions (ii) and (iii) 
of Theorem 5, and also that Z induces a complete division
Vof A gj. But if (ii) or (iii) fails then a suitable 
sequence of monoidal transformations produces a con­
tradiction. If the decomposition is not complete, then 
neither is Z. The reader is asked to verify that the 
map M - -*• M(Z) is an isomorphism, being regular and having 
no exceptional divisors .
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§3. NONDEGENERATE HYPERSURFACES
1. Definition and comments
Definition. Suppose that X is a hypersurface on 
the smooth variety M upon which lies a normal crossings 
divisor D. If there is a proper toral modification 
M' -*■ M such that the union of the strict transform 
st X of X' with D' is a normal crossings divisor, then 
we say that X is non-degenerate, with respect to D, 
and that M' -*• M resolves X.
For X to be non-degenerate it is not enough that 
we can find a modification M' -+■ M that provides an 
embedded resolution of X. We insist also that the 
total transform of X intersect the strict transform of 
D transversally. In this section we state a criterion 
for X to be non-degenerate. For such X we will supply 
conditions that M' -*• M must satisfy if it is to resolve 
X. Examples are provided in §5 of this Chapter.
The idea of applying the methods of torus embed­
dings to the study of hypersurface singularities and 
their resolutions originated from the Russian school 
of geometry. From Arnol'ds classification theory of 
degenerate critical points [ 2] came many computational
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problems, of which I will mention but two. The one is 
to compute the Milnor number y, and the other is to 
compute the monodromy, or at least its zeta function, 
for any given critical point of a holomorphic function.
It so happens that critical points of sufficiently 
low modality have a normal form in which the corre­
sponding hypersurface is non-degenerate. As the clas­
sification of Arnol'd is only explicitly computed foralmostmodality at most two, all critical points appearing 
in Arnol'ds papers are non-degenerate.
Thus, to compute an invariant of such a singularity 
it is enough to express the invariant as some quantity 
which can be derived from a knowledge of the resolution. 
The first result of this kind that I am aware of is due 
to Kushnirenko [26], who showed how to compute the 
Milnor number. Later, Varchenko [37], drawing upon 
work of A'Campo [ 1 ], was able to compute the zeta 
function of monodromy for such singularities. The 
paper of A'Campo shows that the zeta function could 
be computed from a knowledge of the total transform of 
an embedded resolution of the hypersurface. It is the
earliest non-trivial example of a result which shows 
that the geometry of a resolution of a singularity is 
far from arbitrary.
Since then there have been many papers concerned 
with non-degenerate hypersurfaces in torus embeddings.
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A particularly interesting example of a non­
degenerate hypersurface is the classical representation 
of an Enriques surface as a quartic in IP3 with ordin­
ary singularities along the edges of a tetrahedron 
[14, p. 632].
2. Newton polyhedron
Suppose that M is smooth and that on it lies a 
normal crossings divisor D and a hypersurface X. We 
will associate to X a polyhedron A(X) which lies in 
the dual of the weight space of M. From this poly­
hedron we will be able to compute v(X) for any toral 
place v. Moreover, if X is non-degenerate then the 
polyhedron A(X) can be used to determine whether or 
not a proper toral modification resolves X.
This will be done in §3.3.
First, we will calculate v(X) in local parameters. 
Suppose that u^, ..., u^ provide local parameters and 
that v is some toral place, to which the simple weight 
a corresponds. Let A denote the matrix with inverse B 
such that U = u provides a system of parameters for 
M . At least locally on M, X has a local equation 
f = 0, and we may give f a formal power series expan-
f = SfjU1
sion
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for suitable co-efficients f1. In terms of the local 
parameters U we have
f = S f xuAI
and v(X) is the largest exponent n such that divides
f. For example, v(UAI) is equal to the first co-ordin­
ate of AI. But that is just al. It is now clear that 
v(f) is equal to the smallest value of al, as I ranges 
over those exponents for which f^  is non-zero. We 
will call the set Supp(f) of such exponents the
support of the power series expansion of f.
Theorem 1. Suppose the toral place v and the 
simple weight a correspond to each other. If the 
hypersurface X has local equation f = 0 then 
v(x) = minial | I 6. Supp f}.
Whether or not a particular co-efficient in the 
power series expansion of a local equation is zero will 
depend, in general, upon the choice of local equation 
and of local parameters. However, the following def­
inition captures the essential content of the support 
but depends neither upon the choice made of equations, 
nor of local parameters.
Definition. An exponent I lies in the Newton 
polyhedron A(X) if vCu'*') is at least as large as v(X) 
for every toral place v. The Newton polyhedron A(X) 
is the convex hull of its exponents.
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The Newton polyhedron A(f) is the convex hull of 
the elements of the form I + P where I £. Supp(f) and
DP is an exponent for which u is regular on M.
We will need some definitions concerning convex 
sets. Suppose that A is a convex set in one space 
and that a is an element of the dual space. We are 
not assuming that A is compact, but we will have A 
closed. We will use aA to denote the smallest value
of av for v C. A. If there is no such value, we write
oiA = -°o. Notice that (a + 8)A need not equal 
aA + 6A.
The collection of those points v €. A that satisfy 
av = aA is convex, and is called the face Aa defined 
by a. If A01 is a single point {v}, we say that v is 
a vertex of A. For example, every boundary point is 
a vertex of a disc. The convex set A is a face of
itself, being A01 for a the linear function that is
identically zero.
Cl ftThe faces A and Ap can be the same for a and 8 
distinct. However, if Aa = A^ then they are both 
equal to A^ for y a convex combination of a and 6.
We will use 6 as a symbol to denote a face of A.
If A01 has codimension one in the ambient space 
then we say that A01 is a facet of A. If Aa is 
a facet and Aa = A® then one of a and 8 is a scalar
multiple of the other.
Theorem 2. (i) A(f) has only a finite number
of vertices;
(ii) there is a finite number of simple weights 
which define A(f); i.e.,
A (f) = {v | ouv _> aA(f) | i = 1 , . . . ,N} 
(iii) A(f) = A(X).
Proof. (i) is proved in [18, p. 277]. For the 
convenience of the reader, we sketch the proof here.
If d = 1 then the result is trivial. Suppose now that 
d = 2. Of all exponents (a,b) appearing in Supp(f) 
we can find two, (aQ,bQ) and (a^.b^) such that aQ 
and b^ are as small as possible. It is now clear 
that any other vertex must lie in the triangle whose 
vertices are (ap.bQ), (a^ ,b-^ ) and (aQ,bQ). And so 
the number of such is finite. As a consequence, the 
number of faces is finite.
In dimension three or more there is the possi­
bility of a large number of non-compact faces. We 
say that a face A01 is parallel to a co-ordinate plane 
P if A01 contains an open subset of some translate of P. 
But the argument used for d = 2 shows that there is 
only a finite number of faces of A parallel to any 
given co-ordinate plane P whose codimension is two.
If d » 3, we take a point from each of these faces
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and use them, as we used (a0,b0) and (a^t^) for 
d = 2, to put a bound on the number of vertices.
In this way an inductive proof of the result may 
be constructed.
(ii) is an immediate consequence of (i). The 
weights can be chosen to be simple because the 
vertices of A(f) are rational.
(iii) It is an immediate consequence of the 
definitions that A(f) A(X). Moreover, if I £ A(X) 
then al v (X) = v(f) = aA(f) for all simple weights 
a. And so the result follows from (ii). This con­
cludes the proof.
The preceding discussion was based upon local 
parameters. But the properties and constructions 
depend only upon D, and not on the choice of parameters. 
There are no obstructions to making a global construc­
tion, in which an exponent I = (ilf...,i ) is replaced 
by a formal sum i^D^ + ... + inDn of components of D. 
However, in contrast to the construction of weight 
space, we allow inadmissable sums. I will neither 
develop here the properties of the global construction, 
nor study the effect of a toral modification upon the 
Newton polyhedron. In his paper [18] Hironaka say that 
resolution can be thought of as "sharpening" the Newton 
polyhedron.
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3. Nondegeneracy criterion
Definition. Suppose that X c M is a hypersurface
and that a is a simple weight. If st X cc M is trans-a
versal to , we say that X is transversal to a.
The proof of the next result is spread over the 
remainder of this section.
Theorem 3. A hypersurface X c M is nondegenerate 
just in case it is nonsingular away from D and trans­
versal to every simple weight a.
We will show here that the condition is necessary. 
Suppose that the toral modification M' -*• M provides a 
resolution of X. Each simple weight a determines a 
sequence -*■ M' of monoidal transformations. At
each stage the center is a component of an intersection 
of components of the normal crossings divisor st X u D'
and so M\ i -*• M resolves X. As M is an open subset(a J a *
of , X is transversal to a. As M' -*■ M is an iso­
morphism away from D, X is nonsingular away from D.
away from DConversely, suppose that X is nonsingular and 
transversal to every a. In S3.4 we give necessary and 
sufficient conditions on S  for M(Z?) ■+■ M to resolve X.
In §3.5 we show that it is possible to construct 
such a S.
We give now a criterion, due to Khovanskii [23] 
for X <= A n to be transversal to a.
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Definition. Suppose that f = ZT XjU1 is a poly­
nomial and that a is a weight. The sum
£a = £  X j-u1 (m = v (f) )al=m 1 a
o£ those monomials of f whose multiplicity along is
equal to that of f is called the a-leading term of f.
Example■ The (1,1) leading term of x2 + xy2 + y3 is 
x2. The (3,2) leading term is x2 + y3. The (2,1) 
leading term is y3. More generally, if 2m > 3n then 
the (m,n) leading term is y3. See figure 6.
Theorem 4. The hypersurface V(f) c A n is trans­
versal to a just in case V(f“) c An is nonsingular away 
from D.
Proof. Suppose that ....Un are local para­
meters for M and that U-, and f' are local equations a 1
for D and st X in M . We can writea a
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£' = g + Ujh h e  k[M ]
where g = U^mfa is a polynomial in U2,...,U . V(f) is 
transversal to a iff at every point of VCl^.f') the 
differential df' is not a multiple, possibly zero, of 
dUj. As VfU^f') equals VCl^.g) and as
df' = dg + U^dh + hdU^
it follows that V(f) is transversal to a just in case 
V(g) is transversal to . As g e k[U2,...,U ] this 
last condition is equivlent to V(g) being nonsingular 
away from D^ . But away from and D respectively,
V(g) and V(fa) are equal. This concludes the proof.
4. Condition on fan
Definition. To each face 6 of A there corresponds 
an open chamber |6| of weight space, consisting of all 
a that satisfy the equation Aa = 6. In this way A 
induces a decomposition of weight space.
If P1,...,Pn are the vertices of 6 and Q^,...,Q 
are the remaining vertices of A then it is easily seen 
that
I <5 | = (alaP^ = ... = aPn < aQ^, i = l,...,m} 
and so the closure is given by
Cl |6| = {alaP^ = ... = aPn < aQ^, i = l,...,m} 
and thus
Cl |5| = {a|6 c Aa} .
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The complement of |6 | in Cl |6| is the boundary 
Bdy |6| of |6|.
Lemma. (i) Suppose that P is a point of A. Then 
aP >_ aA, with equality iff P <E Aa .
(ii) a,...,B lie in a common closed chamber 
Cl |6| of A iff
(a + ... + B)A = aA + ... + BA.
Proof. (i) is an immediate consequence of the 
definitions of aA and Aa on p. 132.
(ii) There is a vertex P of such that
(a + ... + 8)A = (a + ... + 8)P 
= aP + ... + BP 
aA + ... + BA
and by (i) equality holds iff P 6 Aa , . . .,P € A®. If
equality holds then a,...,6 € Cl |P|. Conversely, if 
a,...,B € Cl 15| and P is a vertex of 6 then P € Aa,. .
OP € A and so equality holds.
Theorem 5. Suppose that the hypersurface X e M is 
transversal to every a and nonsingular away from D. A 
proper toral modification M ’ -*■ M resolves X just in 
case the decomposition of weight space induced by its 
fan 72 is a subdivision of that induced by the Newton 
polyhedron A of X.
Proof. Suppose that a = {a,...,6) is a simplex 
of 72. Write y = a + . . . + B. It is the weight corre­
sponding to the place realized by monoidally
\
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transforming M' along D n ... n DQ. I£ M' M resolves
CX p
X then the multiplicity v (X) is equal to the sum of 
the multiplicities v (X), v.(X). In terms of A
u  p
we have
Y A = oA + ... + BA
and so by part (ii) of the lemma, the vertices a,...,3 
of a lie in a single closed chamber Cl |S| of A. If 
6' is the largest face of A with this property then
M  c I <5 ' | -
Conversely, suppose that X is transversal etc., it
is enough to show that st X c is transversal to D
at every point of D ... n Dg. We can suppose that
U-, , . . . ,u are local parameters on M and that i n  r a
ui > • • • »u provide local equations for D ,...,D_.i m a 3
Suppose that f = 0 is a local equation for st X. Upon 
writing f =72 f^du^ the condition that X be transversal 
becomes that the system
= fm+1 fn 0 ( 8 )
of equations has no solution.
On M the functionsY
J1 = ul; U2 = V ul>--- um = um/ul ’
. i ” u . U = ui+l m+1’ n n
constitute a system of local parameters. Because
yA = aA + ... + 3A, f is a local equation for st X c .
A simple calculation shows that
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df = (fi + f2u2 + *. . + f U )dU. m m  1
+ f2UldU2 + + f U.dU m l  m
+ f ^.dU , + . .. + f dUm+1 m+1 n n
and we assumed that X is transversal to y the system
of equations
£ = Ul = £2U2 = ... = f U, m 1 = f = ... = m+1
oIIe<+H
has no solution on . From this it follows immediately
that (8) has no solution. This concludes the proof.
5. Construction of fan
Suppose that |A| is the division of weight space 
corresponding to a hypersurface X c M that is transversal 
to every etc. To complete the proof of Theorem 3 it 
is necessary to construct a fan 2  that induces a sub­
division of |A|. The quickest way to show that such a 
fan exists is to construct a subdivision of |a |, to 
which a fan 2  corresponds.
The reader will find in [4, §8] a procedure for 
constructing such a subdivision. One first divides |a | 
into simplicial chambers. Each simplicial chamber is 
then further divided until it is of the form |ct|, for a 
a simple collection of weights. This construction 
provides, in the interpretation of [4], a resolution for 
the singular toric modification M(A) + M.
This construction is not completely satisfactory.
It is a general principle, by now well established, that 
singularities should be resolved by making a sequence
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of monoidal transformations. There is no good reason 
why nondegenerate singularities should be treated in a 
different manner. Also, the procedure of [4, §8] is 
computationally awkward. It does not seem to be 
amenable to mechanical calculations.
The author's attempts to find an algorithm that 
will construct a suitable E  by making a sequence of 
monoidal transformations have not succeeded. A solution 
to the following special case would yield a general 
algorithm.
Problem. Suppose that a is a simple set of weights and 
| <51 is the intersection of |a| with a rational linear 
subspace of weight space. It is required to produce a 
fan S  corresponding to a sequence of monoidal transfor­
mations such that |6| is a union of chambers of 2.
Example 1. If j 61 has dimension one then the realiza­
tion of the unique simple weight a in |6| will provide 
such a fan.
Example 2. See figure 7. Here |o| has dimension 3 and 
|6| dimension 2. Necessarily, the simple weights a and 
6 corresponding to the boundary of |6| will appear as 
vertices in any suitable 2. Moreover, for the configur­
ation drawn, any monoidal transformation will produce 
another simple weight that also must appear as a vertex
of E.
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§4. DIFFERENTIALS OF TOP DEGREE
In this section we are concerned with the order of 
differentials w of M, of top degree, with respect to a 
nondegenerate hypersurface X c: M. Throughout we will 
use w to denote an r-fold differential of top degree 
regular on M - X. For simplicity we will suppose that 
X is a hypersurface inAn with local equation f = 0 and 
Newton polyhedron A. We will let u1,...,un be local 
parameters on An.
1. Order.
Recall from Ch. II 14, that ord^Cu) is the smallest 
value of v(io) as v runs over all the sungular places of 
M. Recall also that it is enough to consider only those 
v appearing in a resolution M' + M of X. This is subject 
to the provision that if v(io) is less than -r, then it 
counts as
Definition. A simple weight a is singular if its 
center D^ c M lies in Sing X. If the center is a 
divisor, we say that a appears on M.
We will now obtain a formula for va (co). First, we 
write o> in the form
w = (l/f)rw0(duI/uI)r (9)
for a suitable co-efficient function Uq . As to was 
assumed regular away from X, so is toq ; and moreover it
ha s a zero of order at least r along the co-ordinate 
hyperplanes. For to to be logarithmic along X it is 
necessary and sufficient that <oQ be regular along X.
Thus, the differential 00 is regular on M - X and 
logarithmic along X just in case the function tog defined 
by (9) is regular on M and moreover vanishes to order r 
along the co-ordinate hyperplanes.
Theorem 1. Suppose that tOg has Newton polyhedron 
A(u)q). Then the expression
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aA(wg) - raA - r (10)
is equal to va (to).
Proof. From the equations
v (to,.) = aA(ton) to (f) = aA v (duT/u*j = -1 a>- 0 '   ^ O'- a • a I  1
the result follows immediately.
It is convenient to introduce a factor of r into 
the first term of (10).
Definition. The Newton polyhedron A (to) of the 
differential to consists of all rational exponents I such 
that rl lies in A(toQ) .  In other words, A(to) = A(to0 ) / r .  
It need not have integral vertices.
Corollary 1. v^ fto) = r [ a A ( i o )  - aA  - 1] .
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Corollary 2. The order ordx(<o) is the minimum of 
r [ a A ( < o )  - a A  - 1] over all singular weights a .  (This is 
subject of course to the provision that an order less 
than -r counts as -<».)
It is sufficient in Corollary 2 to consider only 
those a appearing in a resolution M' M. However, in 
some cases we can obtain results without computing a 
resolution.
Theorem 2. Suppose that <o is a simple differential. 
Then co is of the first kind just in case A(<o) lies in 
the interior of A.
Proof. First, we need some facts. Suppose that a 
is the simple weight corresponding to a facet of A. It 
is easily seen that either a is singular, or that it 
appears on M. As <o is simple, A(_<o) has integral vertices. 
Finally, we need that to is of the first kind if and only 
if v a (to) i s  nonnegative for every simple weight a .
If to is of the first kind then
v a (<o) = aA(<o) - aA - 1 >_ 0 ( 1 1 )
for every a corresponding to a facet of A and so A (to) 
is in the interior of A. Conversely, if A(io) is in the 
interior of A then aA(to) > aA  for every a .  As aA(to) is 
an integer the inequality (11) follows.
The result is not valid if to is not simple. How­
ever, the next result holds for r-fold differentials.
Its proof is similar.
Theorem 3. A differential w is logarithmic just 
in case A (w )  is contained in A and a A ( u )  >_ 1 for the a 
that appear on M.
2. Heart
Instead of considering the order of some given 
differential, we can look at the differentials whose 
order is at least some given quantity. But first we 
will divide by r.
Definition. The quantity ordx ((o)/r is called the 
normalized order of the r-fold differential to. Clearly, 
if less than -1 then it is -<».
The reader can check that those differentials 
whose normalized order is at least some given quantity 
X form a graded algebra. If X = 0 we have differentials
of the first kind, while if X = -1 we have the logarith­
mic differentials. To compute this algebra we need 
another polytope.
Definition. Suppose that X is at least -1. The \-heart 
H ^ ( A )  of the Newton polyhedron A consists of those 
rational exponents I for which
(i) a l  - otA - 1 X for every singular a ,  and
(ii) a l  - a A  - 1 >_ 0 for the a  that appear on M.
If X = 0 we will write H(a) and call it the heart
of A.
The next result follows immediately from Theorem 1.
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Theorem 4. A differential w has normalized order 
at least X just in case A(u>) c (A) .
Theorem 5. (A) has a finite number of faces. If X
is rational, it has rational vertices.
Proof. To compute ordx(u)) it is enough to look at 
v^ Cco) as a runs over the singular places of a resolution. 
Thus, H^(A) is defined by a finite number of inequalities, 
and so has a finite number of faces. If X is rational 
then so are the defining inequalities, and thus the 
vertices are also.
3. Finite generation.
Theorem 6. Suppose that X is at least -1 and is 
rational. If X <=iAn is a nondegenerate hypersurface then 
the algebra of differentials of order at least X is 
finitely generated.
Proof. The differential
(l/f)ruJ (duI/uI]r
lies in the algebra just in case J lies in rH^(A). From 
this we see that the algebra is isomorphic to
k[uJtr | r > 0, J e rH^(A), r and J integral]
which is the semigroup ring of the semigroup
{(J,r) | r > 0, J e rH^(A), r and J integral}.
This semigroup consists of all integral points that 
satisfy a finite number of homogeneous rational inequal­
ities. It is well known -- for instance [4, §1] -- that 
such semigroups are finitely generated. Hence, the 
algebra also is finitely generated.
There seem to be two reasons why the algebra is by its elements ofnot generated degree one. The first is that the 
vertices of H^(A) may not be integral. If J is a vertex 
of H^ (A) and r the smallest positive integer such that 
rJ is integral then the differential corresponding to J 
does not lie in the subalgebra generated by elements of 
degree less than r.
The second reason is more subtle. The affine span 
of a face 6 of (A) consists of all points of the form
Z  X. I., Z  = 1, I. e 6l l ’ l ’ l
while for the affine integral span we insist that and 
I. be integral. If there is a face 6 of H. (A) whose 
affine span has integral points that do not lie in the 
affine integral span then the algebra is not generated 
in degree one.
4. Comments.
The first results of the type, in this section are 
due to Khovanskii [23, Theorem 1]. He showed that the 
arithmetic genus of a nondegenerate hypersurface X c p 
is equal to the number of integral points interior to 
its Newton polyhedron A. He also derives a related 
formula for a complete intersection. However, his methods 
fail to compute the higher genera.
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We can define H(A) in exactly the same way for 
projective hypersurfaces. Then, via Poincare residue, 
there corresponds to each integral point of rH(A) an 
r-fold differential of top degree of X that is every­
where regular. It can happen, for r > 1, that these 
differentials are linearly dependent. Also, we may 
not get all such differentials in this way. These 
phenomena are at root cohomological.
Plane curves provide the simplest examples of 
this inadequacy of H(A). We use the Riemann-Roch theorem 
to compute plurigenera. See figure 8.
A H (A)
R =  4
2H (A) 3 H(A)
H(A)  
R = 2
2 H(A) 3H( A)
A
FIG 8
§ 5 EXAMPLES
In this section we provide few examples that 
illustrate some of the concepts developed earlier.
There are two examples of nondegenerate plane curves, 
and an example of a nondegenerate surface. Finally, 
we give an example of a plane curve whose resolution 
requires the general concept of a toral transformation, 
as provided in the Introduction.
It seems that to compute H(A) one must first compute 
a resolution. This requires a great many computations. 
Until a mechanical procedure is developed for performing 
such computations, the amount of labor contained in an 
example will be large.
1. Two nondegenerate curves
The Newton polyhedron of the curve x^ + y^ = 0 has 
but one compact facet, corresponding to the weight (5,3). 
To realize (5,3) and thereby resolve the curve we make 
the following sequence of transformations.
( 1 , 0 ) = ( 0 , 1 )
( 1 , 0) = ( 1 , 1) - ( 0 , 1)
( 1 , 0 ) - ( 2 , 1 ) = ( 1 , 1 ) - ( 0 , 1 )
(1.0) - (2,1) = (3,2) - (1,1) - (0,1)
(1.0) - (2,1) - (5,3) - (3,2) - (1,1) - (0,1)
We will compute H(A). The reader is asked to verify
that it consists of those fractional exponents (i,j) that 
satisfy the following system of inequalities.
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i > 1 (1,0)
2i + j > 6 (2,1)
5i + 3j > 16 (5,3)
3i + 2 j > 10 (3,2)
i + j > 4 (1,1)
j > 1 (0,1)
It is obvious that inequality (5,3) follows from 
(3,2) and (2,1) taken together. Similarly, (3,2) 
follows from (1,1) and (2,1). Thus, of the six inequal­
ities, only the first two and the last two are needed 
to define H(A).
To find the vertices of H(A) it is necessary to 
solve some equations.
i - has solution (1,4)2i + j = 6 J
2i + j =
6 ] has solution (2,2)i + j = 4 )
i + j = M has solution (3,1)j = 1 )
The reader is asked to check that the differential
corresponding to each of the vertices has order zero. 
Also to be verified is that each exceptional place of 
the resolution is minimal for at least one of these 
differentials. Figure 9 refers to this example.
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FIG 9
We will perform a similar collection of calculations
7 19for the plane curve x + y =0. The following sequence 
of monoidal transformations realizes the place (19,7) 
and thereby provides a resolution.
(1,0) = (0,1)
(1,0) = (1,1) - (0,1)
(1,0) = (2,1) - (1,1) * (0,1)
(1,0) - (3,1) = (2,1) - (1,1) - (0,1)
(1,0) - (3,1) = (5,2) - (2,1) - (1,1) - (0,1)
(1,0) - (3,1) = (8,3) - (5,2) -
(1,0) - (3,1) - (11,4) = (8,3) - (5,2) -
(1,0) - (3,1) - ai,4) - (19,7) - (8,3) - (5,2) - ...
We now write down the system of inequalities that defines
H (A) .
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i > 1
3i + j > 20
Hi + 4j > 77
19i + 7j > 134
8i + 3j > 57
Si + 2 j > 36
2i + 3 > 15
i + 3 > 8
3 > 1
The reader is asked to 
the system of inequalities.
Cl ,0)
(3.1)
(11,4)
(19,7)
(8,3)
(5.2)
( 2 , 1 )
( 1 , 1 )
( 0 , 1 )
verify these redundancies in
(11,4) follows from (3,1) and (8,3) 
(19,7) follows from (11,4) and (8,3)
(5,2) follows from (8,3) and (2,1) 
(1,1) follows from (2,1) and (0,1)
To find the vertices of H(A) we must solve some equations.
i = 1 1 has solution (1,17)3i + j = 20 J
3i + j = 20 7 has solution (3,11)8i + 3 j = 57 J
8i + 3 j =
57 \ has solution (6,3)2i + i = 15 J
2i + j = 15 }• has solution (7,1)i = 1 J
As before, the reader is asked to check that the 
differential corresponding to each of the vertices listed 
above has order zero. Also to be verified is that each
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exceptional place of the resolution is minimal for at 
least one of these differentials.
These last two properties hold for any nondegenerate 
plane curve. The first property fails in higher dimen­
sion -- the singularity rt = su provides the simplest 
counterexample. It is likely that every nondenerate 
surface has a toral resolution, all of whose exceptional 
places are minimal with respect to some differential of 
top degree. There is no evidence either for or against 
the truth of the statement in higher dimensions.
2. A nondegenerate surface
2 3 5The surface x + y  + 2  = 0 is nondegenerate. It
has a long and distinguished history. For various 
reasons it is known as Eg. Its Newton polyhedron has 
but one compact facet, which corresponds to the weight 
(3x5, 5x2, 2x3). From the inequality
3 x 5 +  5 x 2 +  2x3 > 2 x 3 x 5
it follows that the point (1,1,1) lies in the interior 
of A. Consequently, H(A) is defined by the equations
i >_ 1 j > 1 k >_ 1
The reader is asked to check that Figure 10 repre­
sents a resolution of Eg. Also to be checked is that the 
differential corresponding to (1,1,1) has order zero 
along each of the exceptional places.
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The fan comes from a sequence of 
monoidal transformations, with 
exceptional places D to R. The 
table gives the discrepancy of 
each place, and the center 
immediately antecedent to its 
realisation.
A (1 , 0 ,0) 0 -B (0,1,0) 0 -C (0 , 0 ,1) 0 -D (1,1,1) 2 ABCE (2 ,1,1) 3 ADF (2 ,2,1) 4 BEG (3,2,1) 5 AFH (3,2,2) 6 DEI (4 ,3,2) 8 EFJ (5,3,2) 9 EGK (5,4,2) 10 FGL (6 ,4,3) 12 ElM (7 ,5,3) 14 GIN (8,5,3) 15 GJ0 (9,6,4) 18 IJP (10 ,7,4) 20 GM
Q (12 ,8,5) 24 JMR (15, 10 ,6) 30 MN
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It is well known that plane curves admit an 
absolutely minimal embedded resolution. The next three 
statements are plausible, and constitute an extension of 
this result to a higher dimension.
(a) If M' + M provides a resolution of E0 thenO
each of the exceptional places of Figure 10 appears 
on M' .
(b) If M' + M is a smooth proper modification where 
exceptional places are precisely those of Figure 10 
then M' + M is toral and provides a resolution of Ec.O
(c) If M + M provides a resolution of Eg then it- 
factors M M' -*■ M through one of the modifications 
M' ->■ M of (a) .
The techniques required to prove such results do not 
yet exist. A solution to the problem on page 77 would 
probably settle (a) and (b). The methods in this work 
will prove (a) if M' ■+■ M is assumed toral.
3. A degenerate curve
We will indicate how it is possible to resolve the 
curve ^2 defined by the equation
(x2 3 . 2  „y ) + 0
by a sequence of monoidal transformations, toral accord­
ing to the general definition given in the Introduction. 
Notice that the term x^ lies in the interior of the Newton
polyhedron A of X^ .
There are many ways of seeing that is degenerate 
with respect to any normal crossing divisor on the plane 
For example the resolution M' '-*■ M is obtained by 
repeatedly transforming at the singular point(s) of 
and its strict transforms. If the modification is toral 
then the exceptional locus E of M' + M has a fan Z with 
at most two ends. (An end is a vertex connected by an 
edge to only one other vertex). The sequence of trans­
formations we are about to describe consists of monoidal 
transformations at the singular locus of X^ and its 
strict transforms, but the fan of its exceptional locus 
has three ends.
We will take for the divisor D the two co-ordinate
axes together with the curve X^ defined by the equation 
2 3x + y =0. As X^ is nondegenerate with respect to the 
co-ordinate axes we can and will resolve it by monoidal 
transformations toral with respect to the co-ordinate 
axes.
(0,1) = (1 ,0)
(0,1) - (1,D = (1,,0)
(0,1) - (1 ,D = (2,,D - (1,0)
(0,1) - (1,D - (3 i 2) - (2,1) - (1,0)
tr ict transform of X1 passes through the com
ponent Dr, of the exceptional locus. The intersection 
lies on the affine variety corresponding to the edge 
(1,1) - (3,2). On this affine variety there are local
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parameters u and v, which are related to x and y by the 
equations
3 2x = uv y = uv
u = x 2y3 v = xy"1.
From these equations, the equations
and
2 ^ 3  2 6 3 6x + y = u v  + u v
= u2v6(l + u)
(x2 + y V + x' u4v12(l + u) + u5v15 
u4v12[(l + u)2 + uv3]
follow. Thus, the divisor 2j an<^  the strict
transforms of X^ and X2 have local equations
v = 0 1+u = 0 (l+u)2 + uv3 = 0
respectively. Defining new local parameters by U = 1+u 
and V = v these equations become
V = 0  U = 0  U2 + UV3 - V3 = 0.
The
form of 
st Xr  
further
reader is asked to check that the strict trans- 
X2 is nondegenerate with respect to ^  and
Thus, the resolution can be completed by making 
toral transformations. This is left to the
reader.
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